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Abstract

Due to the rapid growth of e-Learning contents, especially videos, published online,
the usability of tools that help students keep track of such contents along with their
thought traces is an issue. We addressed the problem by designing and building a
web-based semantic annotation tool called NotesKB. Through technical and theoretical
lenses, we aim to discover and improve upon the usability of such tools. The usability
of NotesKB is evaluated and compared with two other predominant note-taking
methods, namely Pen and Paper (PnP) and Microsoft OneNote. According to the
SUS test scores, PnP is the most usable while NotesKB was the most preferred when
students were interviewed. We have reaffirmed that cognitive load is key to design
e-Learning systems and that note-taking tools with semantic capabilities need to help
users learn how to use the greater power available.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The Internet provides an abundance of information to explore and select produced by
various sources. It is estimated that roughly 2.5 quintillion bytes of data are produced
every day; however, about 80% of produced data is unstructured and unorganized
[41]. A tremendous number and variety of resources suitable for learning exist on
the web nowadays; they open the door for learners to investigate any topic they wish
to study in a wider, deeper, and timely way [43]. Those resources come in multiple
formats (text, audio or video), but video resources stand out as being quite powerful
and effective in learning environments due to their engaging nature [84]. Although
the usage of videos has shown to be useful in that process, it is deemed insufficient on
its own without the student being engaged with the learning material and cognitively
active during the learning process [25]. According to Schwartz and Hartman [84],
engagement refers to the ability to create “the mental context that prepares people to
learn;” and there are two approaches to increase one of a learner: a) developing the
student’s interest in the learning material, and b) contextualizing it. In the former,
engagement is approached by letting the learners get motivated about the learning
content, thus develop their interest in the subject they are studying. In the other
approach, providing a context to the learning subject that would support the students
to find the subject to be of relevance and meaning. For instance, teachers would give
the students some examples or some background information that is relevant to the
students’ daily lives.

The mentioned rapid growth in educational video content published online, it gave
way for video annotation software to help students create and share their reflections
about the content [62]. In the literature, there are hints of an existing relationship
between note-taking (i.e., annotating) and active learning engagement [62, 79, 45]. To
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the development side of the online note-taking activity, the technology that allows
utilizing it for learning is already there and is progressing [62]. As part of a study by
Bargeron et al. [7], a prototype system called MRAS (Microsoft Research Annotation
System) was developed as a Web-based video annotation tool; then it was compared
to the traditional way taking note using pen and paper (referred to here as PnP). The
researchers found that in personal note-taking users preferred the software tool more
than PnP. Thus, using annotation as a mean to achieve learning is thought to have
potential.

According to Andrews et al. [5], the storage of an annotation element can take one
of four forms: tag, attribute, relation or ontology. Using the ontology model, when
annotating, is considered to be the most sophisticated and at the same time the most
complex; this is usually referred to as semantic annotation. A technical definition
of semantic annotation by Kiryakov et al. [49], describes it as “a specific metadata
generation and usage schema, aiming to enable new information access methods and
to extend the existing ones.” Two main challenges face annotators when using this
model, namely usability and maintenance of the ontology’s conceptual model. In this
thesis project, we intend to deal with the former. On the other hand, the other (non-
semantic) annotation models are usually observed in most traditional text annotation
tools that use techniques such as free-text keywords or predefined vocabulary tagging;
these have limited reliability and efficiency when dealing with the problem of semantic
heterogeneity and data interoperability [5, 35]. Issues such as limited accuracy,
disambiguation, completeness and lack of localization (i.e., multilinguality) support
are common in systems that use non-semantic tagging [64, 35]. The following list
includes four of their main issues [5]:

• Base form variation: identified by using one word in different forms (e.g., plural
vs. singular) or erroneously (e.g., misspellings). This issue is usually handled by
applying a lemmatization procedure to the annotation’s text.

• Polysemy: identified by having more than one possible interpretation of some
text. For example, “orange” could refer to the color as well as the fruit. Another
example is the use of the word “Java” which can relate to either the programming
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language or the Indonesian island.
• Synonymy: identified by having two concepts that differ syntactically but share

the same connotation. For example, in a certain context, the word “image” is
synonymous with the word “picture.”

• Specificity gap: identified by having two concepts that one is included in the
other as a subclass. For example, the word “cheddar,” which is a kind of cheese,
should appear in the search results when someone searches for the word “cheese.”

Expressing semantics is not a new field of research to computer science, it can be
dated back to the 1960’s [33]. With the introduction of the Semantic Web (SW)
[10], however, the landscape changed drastically. It is a continuing effort, and it is
regarded sometimes as the second wave of the original World Wide Web (WWW or
Web). In the early days of the WWW, interlinking documents relied on text, unlike
in the SW which uses semantics (i.e. “ontologies”) as a basis. Relying on ontologies
to produce data would primarily result in populating the Web with information that
is machine-readable [10, 103, 33]. Over the years, a set of principles and practices
concerned with creating ontologies and content sharing from various domains has
emerged, most notably Linked Data [12, 73]. Applications implemented with the
Linked Data principles in mind offer large potential in improving search efficiency and
making the problem of data interoperability less severe, and eases the interpretation
of a given concept shared with different parties [19, 26, 35, 87]. A number of web
services, such as DBpedia and Freebase, provide semantic data as part of a large
interconnected knowledge base known as the Linked Open Data (LOD).

We also have been looking at the user interfaces (UIs) of some academic and non-
academic web-based video annotation projects and investigated approaches they used
to build annotations with LODs being infused into them. In the literature review
and analysis done by Khan et al. [46], many of the reviewed video annotation tools
are limited in their abilities to exploit the full potential of collected annotations, as
we will discuss later in Chapter 2. Their lack of a search functionality or the ability
to establish relationships between annotations are just examples of those limitations.
They concluded their analysis by suggesting some requirements that we need to
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consider when developing UIs for video-annotation web applications, such as:

• sufficient incorporation of semantics to facilitate converting annotations’ text
into semantic annotations;

• searching functionality that allows the user to look for a specific thing within a
video; and

• summarizing functionality according to an object or event.

1.1 Research Goal

The general goal of our research is to understand the activity of note-taking in
general, and taking notes of online educational videos in particular. Choosing video
as a medium from other educational multimedia material is due to the variety of
them delivering educational content online as well as their effectiveness at doing so.
Achieving this goal requires building a tool that is designed specifically to handle
the task of annotating a video. Once developed, the usability of the developed tool
would be evaluated and compared to that of other annotation methods; taking into
account different aspects of the note-taking experience using them, such as the nature
of the method, and the effect of the learning material (i.e. educational video) and
its suitability for the annotation method. The tool to be developed will be called
NotesKB (Notes Knowledge Base), and the other considered note-taking methods are
a simple pen and paper (PnP) and the Microsoft OneNote.

To achieve usability, our tool should first enable students to record their perceived
knowledge from online materials in a certain way that reflects their thoughts, in a
cohesive and an active learning space that requires minimal cognitive load from the
student. Another requirement is that the design should accommodate ontological
entities to be included in the form of semantic annotations that make use of some of
the Linked Open Data (LOD) services, such as DBpedia. By analyzing the student’s
behavior annotating educational videos using a semantic-aware application, this thesis
research is set to contribute to the research fields of Human-Computer Interaction
as well as the field of e-Learning. For a general overview of the study, please refer to
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Figure 1.1. The outer ring represents tools and the inner rings convey the theoretical
bases for the tools.
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Figure 1.1: Overview of the different aspects of the research.

1.2 Research Questions

• What design principles should be effective for a tool like NotesKB?
• What is the usability of using PnP, OneNote, and NotesKB to annotate online

educational videos?
• What are the factors that affect the note-taking experience of online educational

videos the most?
• Does annotating style affect annotation outcome?
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1.3 Proposed Solution

NotesKB would be a web service that supports the authoring of and organizing
of semantic annotations taken by the learner of online educational videos. Users
(i.e. learners) would interact in the environment through an extension in the Google
Chrome browser and could navigate the environment through an interactive single-
page Web application. The system would allow users to annotate, hashtag, watch
and control playing pace of educational videos offered on the YouTube website. Also,
it would give the user to chance to further discover and learn more about an input
hashtag and linking it to a specific Wikipedia article.

1.4 Specific Objectives

The primary objective of this thesis is to provide an effective and efficient user
experience to students using the tool to annotate multimedia online learning content.
Beyond establishing this goal, this thesis aims to investigate the other factors involved
in the activity of note-taking.

1. Building a notepad tool (NotesKB) as an extension of a web browser to facilitate
the task of annotating learning resources on the Web.

2. Conducting a study with university students to assess their satisfaction using a
semantic annotation tool and compare it with other predominant ones to take
notes of online educational materials.

3. Reviewing the students’ reflections and insights on their experience using the
three annotation methods then classify them based on themes.

1.5 Outcomes

The building and design of the NotesKB tool is intended to:
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• Personalize the note taking experience by enabling students to channel their
thoughts along with perceived knowledge in the annotations and categorize them
while typing.

• Produce a machine readable information by incorporating ontologies in the LOD
cloud into taken annotations.

• Keep records of the time when different subjects were first learned as well as
some pointers to the location they come from.

• See it to compare an annotation method to another and the various factors
involved in doing such comparison.

• Offer a venue to learn by constructing objects demonstrated in the incorporation
into studying notes various types of annotations and linking their hashtags
semantically based on LOD’s ontologies.

1.6 Thesis Structure

This thesis project has six chapters in total, this included; and they are structured as
the following:

• Background: in this chapter, we identify the key theories and concepts we
based our work on.

• Design and Implementation: this chapter lays down all of the various ele-
ments, tools, and plans involved in developing the NotesKB tool.

• Methodology: in the Methodology chapter, we specify the testing methods we
will use to conduct our exploratory and usability testing work.

• Results and Discussion: all of the results gathered from conducting our
examination will be explained and discussed in details in this chapter.

• Conclusion: in this chapter is where we conclude our thesis and include a
summary of our key findings from the study along with the prospect of the work.

Throughout the thesis the term “We” refers to the author, Abdulrahman Alamoudi,
with the advice of thesis supervisors.
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1.7 Motivation

1. Knowledge acquisition and learning about new things have always been a
personal interest. In the midst of the unprecedented growth of data witnessed
nowadays, we intend through this project on understanding the mechanism and
the necessary components involved in designing an instrument meant to help
users capture new meanings and making sense out information.

2. Finding a better way to review and retrieve old notes collected throughout
the years studying in the university. The experience of reviewing these notes
is troublesome as it requires using multiple software applications with limited
interactive features.

3. A first step toward building a personal smart book that can answer the user’s
questions about its content.



Chapter 2

Background

This chapter reviews e-Learning from different perspectives in an attempt to give a
generalized overview of the various factors and challenges currently facing it. It is
mainly focused on exploring the relation between e-Learning and the Semantic Web
(SW) and how each could add to the other.

The chapter starts by defining what constitutes human knowledge followed by a
few of the most acclaimed theories in the field, explaining how people obtain and
learn new insights. Following that is a summary of how the SW and its common
standards are contributing to making more data ready for consumption by having their
semantics more accessible to eventually facilitate the automation of the production
of new knowledge that is shareable. Finally, we quickly browse some of the semantic
annotation tools and projects and explore some their capabilities; also their limitations.

In the light of the sharp increase of Web technologies and information available to
the public, there are now over 3 billion users around the globe with unparalleled
access to information more than any group of humans before [8]. Internet usage is
rising every year, and it is expected to continue to do so in the future as we are
becoming increasingly dependent on the vast amount of data we consume [58, 67].
The problem is that the majority of data on the Web is represented in many different
forms; consequently discovering and integrating become more challenging to do [102].
However, with representing them in a standard way using Semantic Web technologies
(e.g. RDF, OWL, and SPARQL) and standards, that could change.

This growth of Web usage has also led to an increase in e-Learning usage too. By
e-Learning, we simply refer to “the use of the Web for learning” [57]. According
to Docebo’s forecast report on e-Learning trends for 2014-2016 [27], the number of

9
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students of higher education institutions in the United States that are enrolled in at
least one online course has increased approximately three times since the year 2011.
The growth is a worldwide phenomenon and is expected to increase even more [27].
E-Learning environments are gaining more favorable perceptions from educational
institutions and students alike, and they are increasingly seen as viable means to
achieve an ongoing learning experience for all those involved [2]. Additionally, the focus
of many e-Learning researchers and practitioners is principally the idea of building
a smart learning environment that is capable of generating personalized feedback
to the student, and adapting to his/her needs at an individual level [59, 2, 102, 72].
According to Bloom, personalized learning (e.g. one-on-one tutoring) is considered
to be the best for learning [13, 102]. Integrating adaptive learning tools would help
bring about developing data-driven learning environments that in turn would assist
in making tailored content to students’ needs possible [2]. Although realizing such a
goal is still far from being reached, advancements in technology (computers, networks)
science (artificial intelligence, psychology) and understanding the conditions of human
learning (cognitive science, human learning) are gradually closing the gap [102].

However, the future of e-Learning is not solely determined by technological advance-
ments, but it includes other philosophical, educational and even artistic ones too [72].
Reasoning and evaluating the learning outcomes of students is a broad subject and
goes beyond the scope of this thesis. Nevertheless, constructing a student model is
one critical component of the process of reasoning about those learning outcomes.
The model is meant to represent the student’s current knowledge and learning needs
that then the e-Learning system should take and base the instructions according to it
[102]. Building a student model is difficult due to the subjective nature of learning as
an activity; its outcomes are determined by various factors such as level of expertise,
cognitive ability, age and learning environment (i.e. context) [14, 102]. Not only that,
but parsing a student’s input semantically represents a technical issue as well [102].
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2.1 Knowledge & Learning

Defining what constitutes knowledge has always been a debated subject[93]. There
is a whole philosophical field of inquiry dedicated to finding answers to this very
question, known as epistemology (or the theory of knowledge) [74, 93]. There is more
than one way to classify and categorize knowledge [94]. One popular classification
of knowledge is stated in the revised version of the Bloom’s Taxonomy of learning
objectives by Benjamin Bloom 1. It was first introduced in 1956, but in its revised
version of 2001 the taxonomy included four categories of knowledge (sometimes
called Knowledge Dimensions): a) Factual Knowledge, b) Conceptual Knowledge, c)
Procedural Knowledge and d) Metacognitive Knowledge [4, 72].

A different perspective of looking at perceived knowledge can be through its nature
and subject matter, sometimes known as domain knowledge. Domain knowledge can
be described as a representation of an expert reasoning about a discipline and a
particular area of interest in some context [94, 102]. Domains differ in complexity and
structuring, and sometimes they can overlap and be difficult to analyse. However,
they are sometimes identified with the following simple categories [102] illustrated by
the diagram in Figure 2.1:

• Problem-solving domains (e.g. mathematics problems, Newtonian mechanics,
and most of Computer Science): such domains often have straightforward and
correct answers to posed problems. These domains are illustrated in the top-left
corner of Figure 2.1, in the clear and the well-structured area of the diagram.

• Analytic and unverifiable domains (e.g. ethics and law): such domains are
characterized by lacking absolute measurements, right/wrong answers or reliable
empirical evidence to establish claims in the field. These domains are positioned

1It is worth noting that there are some other classifications of knowledge than the stated Bloom’s
Taxonomy. A different classification relies on the factive sense of the word “know” as a base, and it
breaks knowledge down into two (sometimes three) categories: a) propositional knowledge (known
as “know-that”), b) ability knowledge (known as “procedural knowledge” or “know-how”) and c)
acquaintance knowledge [74, 93]. We are mostly concerned with the first one (propositional knowledge),
which is the ideal one that we normally tend to possess and perceive in our personal notes. Its
manifestation comes in the form of a declarative statement that holds a value of either true or false,
but not both at the same time [74].
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at the center of the diagram of Figure 2.1.
• Design domains (e.g. architecture and music composition): the learner’s goals

in these domains tend to be centered around novelty and creativity, not solving
problems. Such domains are located at the far bottom-right corner of the
complex, ill-structured area of the diagram.

Well-structured

Complex &
highly

connected

Ill-structured

Simple &
clearly
defined

Problem solving
domains

Analytic and
unverifiable domains

Design domains

Figure 2.1: Categories of domain knowledge.

2.1.1 Learning Theories

There is no short answer to the question, how do humans learn? It is a heavily debated
issue. However, here we will try to shed some light on the current influential theories
that have repeatedly been adopted and examined by different schools of thought.

As mentioned earlier, learning is a subjective activity. So, the decision of using one
theory over another as a guiding principle when designing a learning interface may
result in a noticeable impact on the learning outcomes. That is to say; e-Learning
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applications will differ as a consequence of choosing one theory over another. The
theories we review are Behaviourism, Cognitivism, Constructivism and Connectivism
[72, 102]. As it turns out, the Constructivism and the Connectivism theories are the
theories that most suit our purposes for this study and align well with our research
goals.

2.1.1.1 Behaviourism

This approach embraces a narrow concept of “science;” as the practitioners of it are
solely engaging with observing overt actions (i.e. behavior) that can be empirically
measured paying little to no regard to the inner operations of the mind [72]. It
relies on positive and negative reinforcements as techniques. It also uses behavioral
conditioning that assumes behaviors associated with comfort and pleasure are more
likely to recur than those are not. Measuring, predicting and manipulating patterns of
behavior in a learning environment depends on the educator intentionally providing
explicit and outlined stimulus; that follows a stimulus-response pattern. In practice,
though, this theory applying mostly to e-Learning systems with the main focus on
memory and recall tasks. In such designs, computers tend to do most of the controlling
and planning of UI elements as opposed to the user [102].

2.1.1.2 Cognitivism

From education and cognitive science, a schema (or a mental model) refers to an
abstract existing mental framework or structure used by the learner to organize
and categorize knowledge [72]. A schema (or a mental model), in the context of an
e-Learning system, represents the expectations and thoughts that the user upholds
about the system as they explore it; regardless of whether they match the essence
and reality of the system or not [9, 72]. Among the different theories, we found the
Cognitive Load Theory (CLT) to be most relevant to our work as it is well established
and it is capable of providing a theoretical framework to understanding multimedia
learning. It addresses the limitation of the working memory of the learner, mostly from
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an instructional design perspective [70]. According to CLT, learning is described as a
process of schema acquisition [56], and a learner’s mind acts as a computer in which
information is stored and retrieved in a certain way [72]. The cognitive load represents
the amount of information one’s mind attempts to process at a given time; in which
each person has a limited capacity of [72]. The aim of the educator (or e-Learning
system) then is to minimize that load on students. There is a direct relation between
the cognitive load and the learner’s performance, in that the less the learning task
requires from the learner’s working memory, the easier it would be for him/her to
acquire new schema. For example, when low-performance students use challenging
interfaces or perform difficult learning tasks, that would disrupt their performance
even further [69].

2.1.1.3 Constructivism

“Learning is building,” is the main premise of Constructivism [72]. It is the most
evident theory that embodies e-Learning nowadays, with technologies that enable group
discussion and wikis, discussion forums, chat rooms, and so forth; where socializing is
integral to the learning task. This theory proposes the following:

1. The representation and construction of knowledge are based on personal prefer-
ences and are subject to the interpretations of an individual. Thereby, knowledge
does not necessarily conform to reality; rather it differs from one person to an-
other [52, 72].

2. Past experiences and prior knowledge are the bases in which humans establish
on their newly acquired knowledge. One may think of knowledge as a dynamic,
evolving, adaptable building that is in a continuous state of construction by the
learner as well as by his/her surroundings (e.g. society) [30, 28].

3. Learning requires social interaction, and the knowledge gaps of an individual to
be made explicit. Hence, the role of an educator to design a learning space that
allows for such interaction to take place [52, 23].

In the constructivist view, context plays a role in the knowledge acquiring process.
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So, knowledge is formed when learners are actively working with their environment
and interacting with it [14].

2.1.1.4 Connectivism

In this digital age, staying up-to-date with changing online content is difficult. Using
technology to make connections with that content will help one to learn. The connec-
tivism approach explains that making connections between different parts of learning
materials is what constructs knowledge. Also, making those connections is considered
to be the important part of learning, more important than the quantity of knowledge
acquired from those sources; since knowledge would always exist outside of the learner.
Connectivists argue that learning is a nonlinear process and it is located at the center
of connection building. Understanding ecology helps in understanding the complexity
of a successful learning environment too. So, our experience interacting with an
interface is different from all other users. Therefore, designing a specific experience is
not achievable under this theory; which could be taken positively considering that the
learner’s interaction with the system would make way for a personalized learning to
occur [72].

2.1.2 Related Concepts

2.1.2.1 Active and Passive Learning Hypothesis

According to the Active-learning Hypothesis, a learner who is engaged closely interacting
with the material learns more than who does not. It is based on the constructivist
models of learning. During an interaction, the user would have full control over
information delivery. However, the Passive-learning Hypothesis suggests that there
is no significant effect on the learning outcomes when the learner uses an interactive
system. Thus, the learner’s task then is to simply memorize information that was
transferred to him/her by an expert [30].
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2.1.2.2 Learning by Doing

As its name indicates, Learning by Doing refers to a learning approach in which
learners manipulate the material they are trying to learn [75]. That is best exemplified
in modern software applications designed for students to learn different concepts by
programmings such as Scratch, Alice, and the Cargo-Bot app; in which a learner in
such environments is expected to learn computation and mathematics from being
involved in the programming task [72]. Other examples of this type include Learning
by Searching [105] and Learning by Creating [24]. Upon examination, a connection
between constructionism and this type of learning can be established [24, 72]. Moreover,
it can take part in both formal learning (typically delivered in an externally structured
curriculum by a learning institution) and informal learning. An example of an e-
Learning design for formal learning includes structured multimedia course materials
with laid down objectives. For informal learning, a designer may design an environment
for a collaborative space to exchange skills among the workers.

In a learning context, the Montessori method is used to actively engaging elementary
school students in the learning process. By using the Montessori blocks, a student
can understand mathematical concepts (e.g. arithmetic) by engaging with them and
moving them around [50]. Another inspiring example of this type of learning is
exemplified in the cyclical learning process that children in kindergarten typically go
through, as illustrated in the Figure 2.2 [72]:

Imagine Create PlayPlay Share Reflect

Figure 2.2: Learning by Doing Cycle.

From that, we learn that keeping the learners mindful of the tasks they are performing
is important to the learning process; as that would open the door for them to gain
new understanding about those tasks [76].
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2.1.2.3 Epistemic Actions

Good learning experience designs are supposed to encourage and allow exploring of
learning content; such acts are known as epistemic actions. According to Ware [99], an
epistemic action “is an activity intended to uncover new information.” It is the type
of action that involves searching for a solution or a strategy in a different environment
to execute a task. This type of action helps facilitate cognitive work of a person. It is
considered different from a pragmatic action, which is strict to accomplish a task in a
direct way [50].

2.1.2.4 Learning Control

Creating a new interactive visualization system that boosts learning experience requires
a deep understanding. In other words, we are obliged to investigate how much control
a user should have to be able to guide the learner’s focus toward the learning material
rather than the interface. In the literature, we found three types of controls a user
has over instructional content in a multimedia learning environment. Those controls
are [28, 72]:

• Pacing: different learners have different speeds of comprehending content pre-
sented in a video or other forms of multimedia. Consequently, it is necessary for
the user to be able to control how media is played by starting, stopping, pausing
or replaying. This is also known as control over information delivery, coming
from the ability to speed-up/slow down information delivery.

• Control over content: having the ability to adjust the amount of information
displayed to the user (e.g. the number of search results) as well as its quality
(e.g. present in a selected units).

• Control over representation: having another view that represents the same entity
in a different form. Such control allows learners to access information in ways
that align with their mental models.

A general rule of thumb when designing a learning experience is that novices typically
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should have less control, and more guidance, whereas experts need to have more
control and less guidance [72].

2.2 Semantic Web

The term Semantic Web was popularized in 2001, in an article in site Scientific
American [10]; among the authors of that article was Tim Berners-Lee, the inventor of
the Web. In the article, an early vision of the SW was articulated in which it builds on
top of the original Web and not replace it. The idea emphasizes sharing information
on the Web based on its semantics, and of the means to do that is to transform the
current text-based Web into one of the Linked Data (i.e. “Web of Data”) [96, 85].
The vision of building the SW is attainable, Berners-Lee thinks [85].

For e-Learning in the SW, there a great potential for it to transform learning and
make it more personal (Personal Web) [102, 59]. The main focus of the Personal Web
is to customize the Web according to one’s preferences, in this case, the learner. When
observing the deployment of SW technologies in general, and in learning environments
in particular; three trends/aspects appear to be central [59]:

• Knowledge representation: expressed in metadata or structural language.
• Knowledge generation: through sharing and collaboration.
• Personalization of the gathered knowledge: inferring and predicting personal

preferences based on prior gathered data about the user.

Together with the elements discussed above, illustrating and giving some context
about the SW technologies involved is important; some of them are as follows:

• IRI/URI (Internationalized/Uniform Resource Identifier): which can
be thought of like the naming mechanism for objects and relationships (refer
to Section 2.2.1) in the Web, paving the way to reason about them. Providing
a naming mechanism is essential given that for something be to be named, it
has to be identified first, henceforth reasoned about [85, 73]. IRIs (or URIs)
are considered to be the building blocks for RDF (see below). The difference
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between IRIs and URIs, is simply that an IRI permits for a wider range of
Unicode characters; thus a more general than a URI [51].

• RDF (Resource Description Framework): a syntactical convention and
simple data model used to describe a triple; which consists of a subject, a
predicate, and an object. It is a general-purpose language used to declare and
create statements [51, 102, 73]. When modeling data using RDFs, each element
of the triple is supposed to have an IRI as a value; except for objects which can
have a literal value instead [51].

• RDF (RDF Schema) and OWL (Web Ontology Language): with subtle
similarities between both languages, they serve the same purpose, that is to create
ontologies. However, they differ in their capabilities, as OWL is more expressive
when it comes to specifying classes than the RDF Schema [39, 104]. Using such
languages, one can define the ‘married to’ relationship to be bidirectional. For
instance, the statement “Jane is married to John,” would be equivalent to “John
is married to Jane” [73].

• SPARQL (SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language): a query
language used to search and retrieve for RDF graph content that could facilitate
the discovery of existing relations between different ontologies on the Web [104].

With the mentioned technologies, e-Learning system developers could build metadata
and information rules that suit the learning objects of a virtual learning environment.
According to Martin et al. [59], a learning object “represent the basis for content
delivery and exchange in an educational environment;” which has two components,
content (e.g., images, text, videos, and simulations) and interface exemplified in the
metadata. The essential role of the interface, thereby metadata, is to best describe the
meaning of the learning content, so it is easy to be discovered, reused, and managed
by search engines and other semantic-aware applications. To build metadata with
such capabilities and high readability, a developer could utilize some of the resources
available in some online repositories such as Schema.org (www.schema.org).
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2.2.1 Ontologies

The term ontology is an old philosophical term used to describe the study of being,
or what is real [6, 38]. From a technological standpoint, however, the term has a
different meaning. A technical definition by Gruber [37] is frequently used to define
the term, and it denotes ontology as “a formal, explicit specification of a shared
conceptualization” [90, 94, 91, 68, 46, 104]. The word ‘conceptualization’, generally
refers to a phenomenon that structures a piece of reality and ‘explicit’ means that
their use constraints are well defined. Nonetheless, there are some who oppose that
definition, such as the case of Guarino and Giaretta [38]. They suggest that the word
‘conceptualization’ in Gruber’s definition refers to the word’s extensional notion, while
it should be to its intensional one 2.

In general, an ontology has two properties: a) it shares a common understanding about
a domain among interested entities (e.g. people, machines) and b) it enables reuse of
domain knowledge [86]. Ontologies are designed to capture both the structure as well
as the semantics of an information environment, thus reach a consensual knowledge.
Using semantically coded data extends far beyond a specific domain, as ontologies
are more flexible and can be used in different domains; for example, in education,
business services, health, media, and technology. A system benefits massively from
adding semantics to data as it facilitates maintaining the system knowledge, easily
integrating it with other data, are also the ability to reuse it and share it elsewhere
[18]. Importantly, the use of ontologies is one of the several approaches for modelling
and manipulating knowledge bases; mostly applied in educational and environmental
related systems [91]3. Each ontology consists of at least the following three elements;

2A good example from The Penguin Dictionary of Philosophy [60] which illustrates the difference
between extensional and intensional contexts. Consider this statement: ‘Socrates is wise.’ Apart from
‘Socrates,’ the remainder of the sentence (‘. . . is wise’) forms its context. The difference between
extensional and intensional becomes evident when replacing the expression of ‘Socrates’ by another,
for instance ‘The husband of Xanthippe.’ An extensional occurrence of the phrase ‘Socrates’ happens
when it is bound to the same truth-value as another expression (i.e. ‘The husband of Xanthippe’).
On the other hand, in an intensional context (e.g. ‘P believes that Socrates is wise’), replacing
‘Socrates’ by another expression that has the same extension need not have the same truth-value.

3Please refer to Thomas et al. [91] for further reading on other approaches of knowledge bases
modeling.
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a) classes: (concepts used to in a given domain), b) relations (describing how different
concepts relate to one another) and c) instances (real world phenomena) [91]. Moreover,
ontologies tend to be classified in the literature based on the type of knowledge they
convey and its level of generality. So, an ontology may fall into one of the following
categories [91, 90, 81]:

• Application ontology: is the least general type of ontologies, as it only gathers
knowledge required to model a particular domain. Thus it is not reusable.

• Domain ontology: aimed at clarifying and unifying terminological representations
of concepts used amongst members of a specific community; this type of ontology
captures all knowledge relevant to a particular domain (e.g. medicine, chemistry,
philosophy).

• Generic ontology: this type of ontology can be applied across domains; thus
they are referred to sometimes as top-level ontologies and as core ontologies.
Examples of generic ontology include time, space and mathematics. Generic
ontologies tend to be applicable in many technical domains.

• Representation ontology: unlike the previous types, this type conveys representa-
tional entities without stating what should be represented; which in turn means
they are not confined to any particular domain. This type of ontology is used
when describing the core essence of what class, a relation or a function means
for instance.

The Domain ontologies will be the prime focus of our study, due to their applicability
in different areas of e-Learning, such as student modelling and knowledge domain
construction [91]. For a domain ontology to be ‘usable,’ one has to meet the following
criteria [63]:

• Coverage: concerned with how far does the ontology being used/made for a
certain domain, identify all of its relevant concepts as well as how are they
related to each other (i.e. type of relationship).

• Consensus: concerned with the level of agreement among experts and specialists
in a given domain on several issues linked to the making of the ontologies.

• Accessibility: concerned with the ontology’s ease of access. That includes, for
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instance, the ability to share a given ontology on the Web.

As mentioned earlier, the use of SW technologies in the e-Learning system, with
ontologies included, is found to be useful for searching and information retrieval. The
mechanisms to achieve that is done by enhancing the structuring and the organization
of the content, as doing that is considered critical to building an effective e-Learning
system. Hence, some of the common purposes behind building/using an ontology in an
e-Learning context would fall into the following categories a) curriculum modelling and
management; b) describing learning domains; c) describing learner data (e.g. profile
data) or d) describing e-Learning services [41].

2.2.2 Linked Open Data (LOD)

In this quest of creating a Web of Data, a standardized set of principles and best
practices to publish data to the cyberspace is important. This led to the introduction
of Linked Data [95, 12, 104]. Linked Data is not only concerned about the accessibility
of data sets but also about the relationships between them. Applications built using
Linked Data’s best practices tend to have higher quality, and are more scalable [87].
Although it has established itself as the de-facto standard for sharing data on the
Semantic Web, its adoption rate by learning enhancing technologies is still low [26].
Using Linked Data is intended to amplify applications’ abilities to incorporate available
knowledge and share newly created ones. It is worth noting when a service decides to
produce its data according to the Linked Data best practices, that does not necessarily
mean the published data will be available to the public; services that serve such a
purpose are part of what is called Linked Open Data (LOD). Datasets published
through some of the cloud LOD services, such as DBpedia, Wikidata, or Freebase;
provide the public with a cross-domain, open and free of charge access to them [31].
As we will see in Chapter 3, we relied on LOD ontologies retrieved from the DBpedia
project automatically when linking Wikipedia articles to the student’s notes.

Building applications using Linked Applications, implemented with the Linked Data
principles and best practices in mind, offers large potential in improving search
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efficiency and makes the problem of data interoperability less severe because the
interpretation of a given concept is shared with different parties [19, 26, 35]. An
example of datasets published using these principles is data.gov, by the US federal
government. According to Yu [104], “The goal of data.gov is to increase the ability of
the public to easily find, download and use datasets that are generated and held by
the US federal Government. Linked Data principles are at this time the best practice
guide to ensure the accomplishment of these goals.”

2.3 Semantic Annotation

For at least a millennium, annotating published works has been an integral part
of practicing and doing scholarly work; and to a certain degree, it has positively
contributed to the collective human knowledge [101]. Clarifying and critiquing contents
of published works, in some instances, has attracted the almost equal amount of
attention to the original annotated work [3, 101]. A good analogy to illustrate an
annotation, is to think of it as an arrow with a payload that points at a target
[Tremback [92];hypothes.is.designersandgeeks:2013]. From that we learn that every
annotation is expected to have three elements: a) an address, b) a payload, and c) a
target. Where the address denotes the location in which the created annotation resides
(usually via a unique URI); and the payload represents the contribution made by the
annotator; and finally the target symbolizes the piece of content being annotated.
Noting content can take different forms, and Whaley [101] classifies them into four
types: a) annotation; b) comment; c) highlight; and d) bookmark. This classification
is based on the availability of three components in each type; the components are (see
Figure 2.3):

• Body of text input by the annotator;
• Target/URI to the segment of annotated content; and
• Selection that determines the start and end of a segment.

However, annotations in the traditional sense tend to be exclusively about the static
content (e.g. text), and that is no longer the case. As audio and video contents grow,
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now there are tools to annotate those contents too (please refer to Figure 2.4). An
example of that is the Web annotation service Genius, which was designed to help
users create annotations for music lyrics to explain their meanings [71].

address body target/URI selection

Annotation

Comment

Highlight

Bookmark

Figure 2.3: Categories of Annotations by Dan Whaley [101].

The diagram content is reproduced with permission from the author, Dan Whaley, from the

presentation “Annotating Knowledge.”

When it comes to Semantic annotation tools, that term usually refers to metadata
that is defined by ontologies [100]. By appending ontologies onto text annotations,
one sought advantage is to have these ontologies be linked to different ones that are
related to them; either by inferencing or conceptual navigation. Over time, that would
allow commonly agreed upon set of concepts in a given domain to emerge; unlocking
the potential for computers to handle text smartly. Furthermore, it may contribute
in directing the attention of the annotator toward predefined choices of previously
structured semantics [88].

There are many annotation tools we came across while reviewing the literature. From
this variety of annotation tools, we selected a few to represent that we thought are
relevant to our work; especially those were made for the Web. Also, we tried to include
those that are equipped with Semantic Web technologies the best we can; though there
are some exceptions. Some of these surveyed projects include SemTube 4 (a prototype

4http://www.semedia.dii.univpm.it/semtube/

http://www.semedia.dii.univpm.it/semtube/
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Figure 2.4: Model of Multimedia Annotation Tools [101].

that later developed to a semantic annotation tool called Pundit) [35, 22, 36, 46],
Annomation/SugarTube 5 (designed in the Knowledge Media Institute (KMI))
[103, 46], Hypothes.is 6, Annotorious 7 (part of the EuropeanaConnect research
project, and it used to be called Europeana Connect Annotation Suite[29]) [35, 46],
Synote 8 [97, 55, 17, 46] and the Open Video Annotation Project (OVA) 9

[45, 16].

Academic projects (e.g., Annomation/SugarTube, OVA), and not academic ones (e.g.,
Hypothes.is), all share the same intent of enabling users to annotate multimedia
content; however, the experience of using each one differs from one tool to another. We
tried out some of these tools (e.g., Hypothes.is, Annotorious, and OVA), though
not all due to either lack of admitted access (e.g., Synote) or availability (e.g.,
Annomation/SugarTube).

Based on our general observation, we identified some common characteristics and
features that these tools share, summarized in Table 2.1. The point of this exercise

5http://annomation.open.ac.uk/
6https://hypothes.is/
7https://annotorious.github.io/
8http://synote.com/
9https://gteavirtual.org/ova/

http://annomation.open.ac.uk/
https://hypothes.is/
https://annotorious.github.io/
http://synote.com/
https://gteavirtual.org/ova/
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was to grasp the various aspects that affect the functionalities of these tools and in
turn their usabilities. The first feature we examined was the tool’s ability to support
semantic annotations of some content. This is critical to our research project, because,
as we explained earlier, we are concerned with the learning tools that help in making
them. Another important feature we looked for was the annotation tool’s ability to
handle more than one type of multimedia, namely, videos, audio, and text. Also, we
looked at how the tool could work and enable the user to annotate different material
published on the Web. Moreover, we looked at each tool’s ability to be expanded, and
if it offers any application program interfaces (APIs) available to developers interested
in adding new features to the tool.

Table 2.1: Summary of the reviewed annotation tools.

Tool

Support for
semantic
annotation

Annotable
resource
types

Used/Support for
content on the

Web
Available
APIs

SemTube ! Videos* !

Annomation/SugarTube ! Videos† !

Annotorious ! Images ! !

Hypothes.is (Undetermined) Text ! !

Synote ! Video &
Audio‡

! !

Open Video
Annotation
Project (OVA)

Video ! !

Note: * Exclusive to videos on YouTube. † Exclusive to videos on the Open University
video repository. ‡ Probably images too.

Although students should see the benefits of using semantic annotation tools for
learning purposes [100], there are still some gaps in the usability of such tools that
need to be addressed. As Khan et al. [46] put it:
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“. . . we need to develop a collaborative video-annotation web application
that allows its users to interact with multimedia content through a simple
and user friendly user interface. Sufficient incorporation of semantics
is required in order to convert annotations into semantic annotations
. . . SemTube has no support for theme-based annotations, and linking
related scenes, events, themes and objects is difficult. Similarly, searching
for specific event, scene, object and themes is not available.”

Also, where most tools support videos, they do it in a way that can be described to be
more a kind of a video segmenting than a video time-stamping. That in turns requires
the user to assign the start and end of each annotation, which could consume extra
time. As for the incorporation of semantics, in which LOD ontologies can be sourced
through various services, users sometimes preferred using one service over another due
to its familiarity to the users; as Yu et al. [103] found out in the case of DBpedia in
comparison to other LOD vendors. Moreover, the input of the ontologies is usually
done in a semi-automatic way, in that the tool search for similar ontologies from these
services.

To recap, in this chapter we explored various theoretical elements and applied ex-
amples that are related to annotating videos semantically. We began by discussing
knowledge and four influential learning theories. We assessed that Constructivism
and Connectivism to be relevance, due to the simplistic views the two remaining
theories, namely Behaviourism and Cognitivism, hold about the learning activity. In
Constructivism, allowing the learners to be active during the learning process and
facilitating the means for them to create and share their personal interpretations of the
learning material is heavily emphasized [52, 23]. Thus, we reasoned that note-taking
is a form of a building. For Connectivism, on the other hand, having dynamic parts
of knowledge is considered to be the norm, and they are mostly influenced by external
factors. From that, we reasoned that note-taking is a way of documenting connections
between different parts of knowledge. As for semantic annotation tools, we found
out that tools built according to LD’s principles and best practices are more likely to
succeed than those that are not. We also found that the usability of such tools is a
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significant hurdle to need to overcome.



Chapter 3

Design and Implementation

This chapter discusses the design and implementation of the NotesKB system. It
highlights and provides an overview of the design concepts and decisions involved in
making both the back-end as well as the front-end of the service; with special attention
to the technical and the usability sides of the design.

Building an engaging e-Learning experience is a challenging task. Simplicity is thought
to be a key to achieving such a goal. Our intention is to design and build a tool that
provides learners from different backgrounds, and different skill sets; the ability to
learn from online video materials by annotating them. Although we will not seek to
test for learning outcomes, the tool is expected to set the stage for more understanding
of the relation between note-taking and learning.

3.1 Proposed Design Basis

This section describes the conceptual components, style, and processes involved in
building the NotesKB system.

3.1.1 UI Components

There are three conceptual components that appear repeatedly:

• Collection: with a folder-like functionality as in traditional OSs, a collection
serves as a hierarchical structure that contains all produced notes and organizes
them.

29
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• Note: a set of annotations (defined below) that are related to a given learning
video; in that each video has its own note file. A note can be thought of as
an interactive document that clusters media metadata as well as the learner’s
thoughts in one place. Input annotations are ordered in chronological order,
with the earliest displayed on the top of the document. For example, a user can
create a new note to annotate a video about what is mathematics.

• Annotation: annotations are created and exist within a note, in that a collection
of them are the basic building blocks of a given note. Besides text, an annotation
may contain hashtags (defined below), and the user can assign it an annotation-
type (defined below) too. Moreover, upon its creation, if the video being
annotated was playing, a time-stamp (defined below) of the video will be tagged
and becomes part of that newly created annotation. The four general components
of an annotation are:
– Text: simply the words and content produced by the user addressing a

specific point in the learning content. For instance, an annotation can
include text such as “One approach to define #mathematics, is through
classifying it according to the questions it attempts to answer” [34].

– Hashtag: a label assigned by the user that ideally represents a proper noun.
A hashtag is designed to be shareable and reusable across annotations and
notes. Furthermore, a hashtag’s label is the key that is used to search the
DBpedia for a relevant LOD ontology; thereby having its text machine-
readable as it would be semantically linked. A sample of a hashtag is the
“#mathematics” part from the earlier mentioned example.

– Annotation-Type: a text attachment that describes the nature of the
annotation’s content (e.g., text). This is thought to help further the user
clarifying his/her ideas and reflect on them in real-time while typing them
(see Appendix A for reference).

– Time-stamp: an interactive component that specifies the minute as well
as the second in which the annotation was taken with respect to the video’s
playing time.
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3.1.2 Note-taking Style (Annotation Style)

Another important aspect of the design is the note-taking style. There are different
styles of taking notes; some people mix drawings with text, some use different colors,
and others write on only one side of a notebook. To create a cohesive note-taking
experience, the annotation style has to match the capabilities of an annotation method.
For NotesKB, we are interested in finding a style that is structured as a hierarchy, so
that produced notes are easy to read and organize. Also, the style has to feel intuitive
and look familiar to students. We called this style the Hierarchical Annotation Form
(HiForm) style, and it has three characteristics:

• Annotations are written in a listed point-by-point form; in which the annotations
are structured as elements of a list that are successively composed of other sub-
annotations.

• Annotations include hashtags; which include the key ideas of a learning subject,
such as the names of geographical places or historical figures.

• Annotations have annotation-types; as explained earlier, the type of an annota-
tion describes the nature of the content.

3.1.3 Wikification Process

According to Mendes [61], “Wikification refers to the task of automatically marking
up phrases with links to Wikipedia pages that describe those phrases. It involves both
recognition and disambiguation challenges. It needs to recognize which of the words
. . . refer to an entity, while also determining which specific entity was the referent – in
case more than one interpretation is possible.” In our work, we recruited Wikification
and applied it to the hashtag linking process (refer to Section 3.2.1.3); in which we
convert collected textual hashtags and link them to Wikipedia articles they correspond
to. Plus, all of this takes place within the NotesKB environment supporting ‘in-context’
note-taking.
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3.2 User Interface Design

From the start we had attempted to keep the design of NotesKB in harmony with the
Learner-centered system design (LCD) guidelines [66, 40, 72]. LCD aims at enhancing
the engagement of learners, and to do so, and it stresses three general requirements
that each should be addressed in the design of the anticipated e-learning UI. They
are outlined in the ability of the design to accommodate: a) the learners’ continuous
growth in knowledge and skills; b) their diverse backgrounds; as well as c) their
motivation to learn. LCD’s main objective is to engage a diverse group of learners,
across knowledge domains and pedagogical approaches with changing abilities and
needs to accomplish learning tasks/goals at different levels. It is worth noting that
LCD is applied to children in general, although not necessarily restricted to them.
Moreover, there is a distinction to be drawn between LCD and the User-centered
system design (UCD). In UCD, designers seek to achieve faster/better execution of
tasks and construct a general purpose design. Whereas, in LCD, “faster/better” of
tasks execution is not an obligation; its main requirement is to assist and provide
a level of support to the learning process of all learners. In LCD, the learning task
directs the design and not the other way around [76].

NotesKB is designed as an online notepad application, that is part of the Web browser
Google Chrome. Since the early stages of the design process, NotesKB was conceived
as a browser extension. The reason for choosing the Google Chrome browser is because
it is widely used, as well as the wide variety of APIs (Application program interfaces)
and UI elements it provides. For example, the panels UI element function as external
windows to the primary browser’s window. At first, the design was made to conform
and incorporate those panels; however, later in Chrome 54, the support for those
panels was halted and discontinued by Google [15]. Consequently, the design had
to change and adapt to the new reality. Eventually, it was decided that NotesKB
would run as an entirely interactive website that occupies the space of a full-screen
application. Moreover, to achieve some level of cohesion in the visual elements of the
tool we modeled the UI after the principles of the Material Design1.

1https://material.io/

https://material.io/
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In the early designing stages of NotesKB’s UI, the design went through several phases.
The first design phase of the UI was set on using the Chrome panels, which only offered
a limited screen space, and that comprised a major constraint to our designing effort.
By iterating through several design wireframes and mock-ups, to a large degree, we
overcame the limited interaction space constraint that the panels imposed. However,
the technical difficulties to implement such solutions loomed in. The biggest technical
challenge we faced was finding a web-based UI library that functions within Chrome’s
panels and has the capabilities to accommodate dynamic interactions between different
visual elements. The AngularJS Material2 has proven to be a perfect match for the
job. Despite that, with the exception of Chrome OS, at the time Google Chrome
stopped supporting panels in their browsers in all other OSs; most notably the three
major ones (MacOS, Windows, and Linux). Thus, the whole UI design process came
to a halt. Luckily, since the design was initially conceived to be web-based, migrating
into a full website design did not consume a lot of effort (see Figure 3.1).

(a) Sketched wireframe (b) Developed mock-up

Figure 3.1: Preview of NotesKB’s early designs for the panel UI element in the Google
Chrome browser.

To test the learner’s engagement, we focused on online educational videos being the
learning material. Enhancement of the note-taking experience involves speeding up
the pace of video annotation. Accordingly, the design draws on some contemporary
UI elements and techniques that facilitate that, even though some of them may not
be that common in e-learning environments. For example, the use of ‘hashtag’ that is

2https://material.angularjs.org/

https://material.angularjs.org/
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commonly used in online social networks; also the placement of the text area at the
bottom imitating typical messaging applications. The rationale behind that is to let
users (i.e. learners) expand their knowledge over time by learning through doing and
by taking epistemic actions all within the same (within-context) learning environment.
With that in mind, NotesKB was designed to accommodate and even encourage
such steps to be undertaken by the user for them to learn and explore more about a
particular subject. An example of that is the searching mechanism incorporated into
the ‘Hashtags’ tab which allows the user to search look for a Wikipedia article that is
related to an input hashtag. Furthermore, searching for information comprises a part
of the learning process too [105, 43]. Searching in NotesKB is offered within-context
without the need to leave the learning context to look for more information.

3.2.1 UI Components

The front-end comprises of three main views:

3.2.1.1 Library View

This view is split between two tabs; the a) Notes List Tab and the b) Hashtags List
Tab (see Figure 3.2). Selecting an element from either one would lead the user to
that view’s UI. The Notes List Tab is simply a sub-view that includes a list of all the
notes that have been taken by the user at the time. The notes are ordered ascendingly
based on their creation date, with the oldest appearing on the list’s top. When a listed
note is selected, the system would initiate a new note-taking session in the Notepad
View and let the user resume their note-taking right where they had last saved their
notes. Deleting a note can be done from this view as well. The other sub-view is the
Hashtags List Tab, which was designed to serve the user with a list that includes all
of his/her hashtags accumulated overtime in one place. The hashtags are listed in
ascending order according to their creation date. By clicking on a hashtag, the user
will be directed to the Hashtag Linking View.
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(a) Notes List Tab (b) Hashtags List Tab

Figure 3.2: An overview of the Library View view.

3.2.1.2 Notepad View

This is the view in which videos are viewed, and annotations are edited. It handles all
activities related to note-taking. This view can be reached in two ways, either via the
NotesKB extension in the Chrome browser or by selecting a note in the Library View.
Once the NotesKB extension on Google Chrome is installed and launched, this view
will be activated when the user presses its button that appears on the right top corner
of the browser. Typically, the extension is activated while watching YouTube videos
to ease the process of initiating taking notes. The activation would lead the user to a
new annotation session in NotesKB (see Figure 3.3). The metadata (e.g. title, author,
source link) of the video is also included upon activation to speed and ease the input
process. The Notepad View consists of four major areas, they are, from top to bottom
(see Figure 3.4):

• Controllers Area: controllers (e.g. ‘Play/Pause,’ ‘Hide/Show’ video) are placed
on the top of the application.

• Media View Area: the area in which the educational video is displayed. The
video in this area can be hidden whenever the user wishes.

• Annotations List: this list contains all the annotations taken by the learner of a
specific video.

• Input Area: this area has two sides. On the left side of the area, the user chooses
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the appropriate Annotation Type of his/her upcoming annotation. On the right
side, the user inputs the text of the annotation.

�
New tab

opens when
clicked

�
New tab

opens when
clicked

Figure 3.3: Initializing NotesKB via Google Chrome browser’s extension.
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3.2.1.3 Hashtag Linking View

As part of the Wikification process, students are expected to include hashtags in their
notes that denote the key ideas mentioned in the learning content; then linking those
hashtags to related Wikipedia articles. As described, this linking process requires an
intervention by the user, and this view is thought to help them in doing so. Also, the
act of searching for a related article is considered to be beneficial to the student as
it can be part of the learning process [105]. This view is meant to bridge the gap
between LODs and text, all to make the users’ notes machine-readable. The intention
behind building this view is first to let users enrich their knowledge by carrying out
some epistemic actions as they go through their collection of hashtags; then have them
assign their hashtags to related LODs.

�

�

�

�

Figure 3.5: Steps involved in linking the hashtag #Nile inside of the Hashtag Linking
View as part of the Wikification process.

When a hashtag is selected from the Hashtag List Tab, the user will be led to another
view with Wikipedia articles related to that hashtag’s title are presented. The listing
of articles involves querying the DBpedia repository and retrieving LODs that have
a moderately high degree of lexical similarity to the hashtag’s title. As a result, the
user will read snippets or the full Wikipedia articles of a given hashtag and link the
most suitable among them to be the selected semantic of the hashtag. To explain the
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selection process, when an article is clicked, the user will be prompted with a dialogue
box that provides him/her with a short description of the article. From that dialogue
box, the user can choose either to read the entire article (by clicking on the ‘More On
Wikipedia’ button), select it, or simply ignore it. When a selection is made and saved,
the user should notice that that hashtag’s icon has turned blue signifying it is now
linked. Please refer and follow the illustrated steps in Figure 3.5.

3.2.2 Features

3.2.2.1 Pointing & Timestamping

This key feature is designed to help the user revisit a specific part of the video of a
given time. The idea is that when the user enters a new annotation, the time of the
video at the time of entering it would be attached to the annotation. For example,
“[10:31] The #delta” signifies that the video mentioned is something about the ‘#delta’
at the 10th minute of the video. This is thought to be important especially when the
learner is reviewing or revisiting the notes.

3.2.2.2 Creating and Connecting Hashtags

Making the connection between various notes is another key feature anticipated to
enhance the overall learning experience. Given the lack of connectivity observed in
most of the annotation tools we reviewed, adopting of the hashtag idea from social
networking and other blogging applications was thought to solve such predicament.
One goal of this research is building notes that are semantically sound. Hashtags
are thought to be the bridge between content and fast note-taking (i.e. annotation)
practices. As an attempt to improve the user’s overall experience, we sought to provide
a quite simple cross-reference mechanism that suggests previously input hashtags based
on their alphabetical similarity. Hinting hashtags to the user happens in real-time
while the user is annotating a video.
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3.2.3 Related Concepts and Techniques

In this section, we primarily point out the design concepts and techniques used to
develop the interface of NotesKB. With current web browsers becoming increasingly
important in our daily lives, utilizing them to enhance the students learning experience
was thought to be a worthwhile pursuit. As mentioned earlier, e-Learning is gaining a
more favorable view among learners and educators alike. One reason for that might
be linked to the existing tendency of students to prefer educational websites that
contain videos, as Jakob Nielsen and Hoa Loranger have found out [72]. Our aim is to
build an interactive digital learning environment that students find engaging. So, in
the following subsections, we will review some UI design concepts and try to draw
attention to their relations to e-Learning systems.

3.2.3.1 Affordance

Affordance is a popular concept that has gained a special attention after being
addressed in Don Norman’s book “The Design of Everyday Things.” The notion of
affordance has been revised recently by Norman and replaced by the term signifier
in his latest revision of the book [65, 72]. Although signifiers are supposed to signal
to user possible actions, unlike affordances, they specify how users discover those
possibilities. From a designer standpoint, Norman argued that signifiers are far more
important than affordances. An example of a signifier is the underlined text in a
website, which signals linked content. Another example is buttons that appear to be
clickable. These signifiers play a role in how the user interacts with a learning system
and focus on the learning material instead of the interfaces [72].

3.2.3.2 Cognitive Overload

Interactivity has the risk of imposing an excessive cognitive load on the learner instead
of reducing it [28]. One main challenge facing all e-learning interfaces is their need
to reduce the learner’s cognitive load. Some overload is caused by the design or the
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technology used, and that is known as the extraneous cognitive load. Unlike many of
the technologies we interact with today, learning interfaces require more than simple
mechanical entries that do not take much of our attention nor time to complete [28, 72].
Learning activities cannot be completed with no cognitive effort. Therefore, a designer
has to put an extra effort to produce an interface that requires minimum interactions
as possible to make the learner focus on the learning task at hand rather than the
interface.

3.2.3.3 Interactivity

In general, for interactivity to occur, two fundamental conditions have to be met: (a)
there are at least two participants interacting with one another, and (b) the existence
of an element of reciprocity where changes happen on both sides. In the context of
multimedia learning, Domagk et al. [28] define interactivity as a “reciprocal activity
between a learner and a multimedia learning system, in which the [re]action of the
learner is dependent upon the [re]action of the system and vice versa.” That is to say,
such environments cannot be intrinsically interactive, but they have the potential of
engaging the learner in a dynamic relationship. Thus, emphasizing interactivity is
not merely an attribute of the medium. Furthermore, a learning process can not be
clarified by simply quantifying interactivity of its underlining system. That is to say,
a high level of interactivity does not necessarily translate into an understanding of
the learning material; in fact, it could lead to excessive extraneous cognitive load in
some cases [28].

From a technological perspective, interactivity is a characteristic that is based on the
affordances provided by the system, not the learner. That characteristic takes into
account how content is delivered (e.g. the Web, video), what input devices were used
(e.g. keyboard, touchscreen), and the UI features and styles utilized (e.g. hypertext,
simulations) [28].

When it comes to the nature of the learning material and the UI, there is a need
to distinguish between extraneous complexity (associated with instructional methods
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and interfaces) and intrinsic complexity (related to the student’s primary learning
task) [72, 69]. The aim of the designer tends to be to minimize the former to help the
student focus on the later.

3.2.3.4 Learnability

The term learnability should not be confused with learning interface design or learning
outcomes. From a usability standpoint, the term is used to describe the user’s ability
and the easiness in which he/she could carry out operations with the minimal possible
amount of instructions and time spent to learn how to carry them out [72]. Learnability
is often thought to be part of usability, in fact, that is apparent in some usability
evaluations and software quality standards such as the ISO/IEC 9126-1 and the IEEE
Std. 610.12 [1]. However, in the revised version of the ISO standard for software quality,
the ISO/IEC 25010 (that replaces the ISO/IEC 9126-1), learnability is included under
the term flexibility [11].

As for the appearance of the various UI elements, the ones that have similar appearance
should have similar functionality too. In other words, the similarity of the interfaces
should guide the similarity of the operation or vice versa. This helps to cue the users
with what to expect when performing an action on the UI. That in turns encourages
us (i.e. the designers) to strive for achieving an external as well as internal consistency
in the design3. An example for external consistency in NotesKB can be found in the
Controllers Area of the Notepad View which follows the design of many navigation
bars in other applications (e.g. Google Keep). When it comes to internal consistency,
we tried to be consistent in using the same set of colors across the application. For
instance, the blue color was persistently used to signify an element is selected or active.

3External consistency is a term used in HCI to refer to sharing the same design paradigm across
different applications; while internal consistency applies to the usage of a given design paradigm in
the same application. An example of an external consistency includes following the OS’s particular
navigation bar style (e.g. in Mac OS X versus in Windows) also the copy-paste keyboard shortcuts
that work across applications. Internal consistency examples, on the other hand, include using the
same style or set of symbols across the same application[80].
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3.2.3.5 Direct Manipulation (DM)

An interface style introduced by Shneiderman [98], the essence is to have objects
of interest in a UI to represent actions visually and operate them directly without
intermediaries. The main principles of the DM style include a) visual representation of
“world of action”; b) fast, incremental and reversible actions; c) selection and pointing
over typing; and d) immediate visual feedback.

Making an association between real-world objects and analogies is common in this
design style so that they would help the user figure out how to operate the software.
Analyzing the flexibility to initiate actions in this design style is important due to
the differences in the users’ backgrounds and abilities. In this style, elements of the
interface are distinguished from each other depending on the type action, function or
input they perform or handle [42]. These actions result in immediate visual feedbacks
to the user, and they should achieve an acceptable degree of consistency in how they
appear.

3.2.3.6 Quiet Design

As a concept, a quiet design emphasizes “less is more” [72]. Attention seeking should
be purposeful, and for a clear reason, that would help the learner. Extra decorating,
feature creep, and flashy interfaces are found to be disengaging to learners. Peters
[72] mentions a study of a kindergarten classroom that illustrates how simplifying
the learner environment contributes to more attention being paid in class, thus lead
to better learning outcomes. The comparison was established by placing a group of
children in minimally decorated classrooms and another in highly decorated ones, and
the children in the former performed better concerning the amount of paid attention.
That is not to say we should remove colors and artwork from learning interfaces, but
a balance needs to be established to not distract the learner [72]. To illustrate the
relevance of the quiet design in the context of learning environments, consider the
study by Oviatt et al. [69]. The study involves an evaluation of the problem-solving
skills of math problems done by high school students using different types of interfaces;
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namely pen and paper, digital stylus and paper, pen tablet and graphical tablet.
The study concluded that many students felt that inputting math symbols using any
method other than the simple pen and paper was harder to do and regarded the latter
to be more preferable. In domains like mathematics, complex problem solving requires
input fluency and flexible translation of different representations. Of course, that
does not necessarily entail that using PnP is always viewed to be better; perhaps the
mentioned MRAS [7] is a perfect contrary example to this one.

Thus, our striving for coming up with a quite design for the NotesKB’s UI took a lot
of effort and time. First, the selection of our UI color coding should look consistent
and homogeneous throughout the interface. Also, they should serve a clear purpose,
mostly for signifying something or some action in the UI. Finally, we attempt to make
them in a way they appear noticeable enough but at the same time do not disturb
the flow of the annotation task.

3.2.3.7 Desirable Difficulty and Error

On the visual part of the design, our job was not to make learning activities easy
(e.g. math problems), but to make the interface “unthought of” [72]. That is achieved
by simply eliminating unnecessary interface elements that slow down users, but not
easing the learning task itself. That is to say, a desirable level of difficulty should
exist in the design and be made on purpose to support the learning activity. Facing
these obstacles in the interface will likely result in the users making errors. Error
making is part of learning, and errors are categorized into three groups: a) positive
consequences, b) negative consequences and c) neutral consequences. With positive
consequences of errors, learners are more likely to continue achieving their learning
goals after getting an undesirable result. With that in mind, we also tried to avert the
expertise reversal effect; which states that what is true for a novice is not necessarily
true for an expert user [72]. Therefore, interaction designers need to know their users
first, and avoid applying any design strategies blindly. Many of the strategies listed
in other publications will break down when it comes to experts. Most of the time,
experts do not need many instructions on how to use a tool; instead, they need more
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control [72, 44].

3.3 System Architecture and Implementation

As mentioned earlier, NotesKB is a web-based tool where users can watch and annotate
videos on YouTube; this section discusses the technologies and techniques used to
achieve it. The tool was built as a client-server system; see the overall architecture of
it (both the back-end and the front-end) and the interaction between them, in Figure
3.6.
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Figure 3.6: Simplified architecture of NotesKB video annotation system.

3.3.1 Back-end architecture

At the time when NotesKB was conceived, building an entire RESTful web service was
not explicitly intended. REST stands for REpresentational State Transfer and involves
queries specified in URIs [32]. However, over time and as the design evolved, it became
apparent that building one was inevitable. Its (i.e. NotesKB server) job is to provide
RESTful APIs for creating, managing and retrieving data and the NotesKB prototype
web extension client integrates with users web browser and handles semantic video
annotation authoring. As presented in Figure 3.7, there is the Archivable interface,
and five fully implemented classes (Collection, Note, Annotation, Metadata, Hashtag)
as well as the supporting AnnotationType enum class. The two main classes are the
Collection class, and the Note class; and both implement the Archivable interface.
The Note class has a dependency on the Hashtag class; an independent class is used
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to create and represent instances of written hashtags in the system. The remaining
classes are merely compositions of the class Note.
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Figure 3.7: The class diagram of NotesKB’s back-end.

When it came to building the service, the decision was made to develop the RESTful
application using the Spring Boot framework on Java and rely on MongoDB for data
persistence. The choice of the Spring Boot framework was made due to its attested
ability to ease the developer’s job of handling the various entities persistence inside the
system, from building class schemas to making custom queries that manage information
in the database with the minimum amount of code. Moreover, the framework has a
good support for serving web applications built with HTML5 technologies. As we
progressed through the development stages, we found out that the framework’s highly
accessible APIs to be quite reliable and rewarding in the long run.

Storing data in the system is a critical part of the service, and determining a candidate
for that job has to go through a careful selection process. Persistence of our data
has to be able to allow bidirectional relationships between different entities and at
the same time it has to be scalable. First, we looked at using relational databases
(e.g. MySQL, SQLite), but even though they are achievable to construct with all of
the help that the Spring Boot framework provides, they pose a significant challenge
nevertheless. The problem lies in system scalability. That became apparent to us as
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the number of our entities grew, and seemed that those relational databases would
unlikely help us managing those entities thus hinder our efforts in the long run. To
avoid such predicament, we looked at an alternative that is a non-SQL database,
namely MongoDB. It was thought to be a viable solution that suits our needs quite
well. The reasoning behind that comes from MongoDB’s support of bidirectional
relationships between classes within the Spring Boot framework as well as the ability
to add on new properties to them in a reasonably straightforward way. This became
evident as we noticed the same match between our model of the concrete classes and
their counterparts in the database schemas model. Moreover, MongoDB keeps and
stores data as JSON documents that can be relatively easy to retrieve from and export
to other development environments.

3.3.2 Front-end architecture

This section mainly discusses the technologies used to develop the front-end of NotesKB,
as well as some of the techniques they support. In conjunction with the typical usage
of the primary Web technologies, namely HTML, CSS (Cascading Style Sheets) and
JavaScript; AngularJS4 is the focal point that predominates our following discussions.
AngularJS is an open-source framework built on top of JavaScript that provides the
necessary APIs for building single-page applications for the Web, that is meant at
saving the server-side (back-end) of the system the burden of providing clients with
views each time a request is initiated. This is ideal since it keeps the responsibility of
handling presentation logic to the client-side leaving the server-side a free hand to
undertake business logic and storage. As a result, the Web application built using
AngularJS become smoother, larger and more responsive.

The framework has gained a lot of popularity within Web development circles for its
ability to tackle the problem of binding the system’s data (model) to their HTML
counterparts (view) in a seamless way. That is to say, when the model is modified,
the HTML view that corresponds to it will be updated as a result and vice versa.
From an architectural perspective, AngularJS makes a sensible use of the renowned

4https://angularjs.org/

https://angularjs.org/
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architectural pattern the Model-View-Controller (MVC) pattern. However, AngularJS
goes a step further and accommodates another, related yet a slightly different pattern,
known as the Model-View-ViewModel (MVVM) as well. In an attempt to avoid a
terminologies application conflict, the AngularJS’s principal developers team decided
to coin the term Model-View-Whatever (MV*) and provides a comfortable name that
conforms to both patterns [77, 48]. As for our implementation, we tend to depend on
the MVVM more (please see Figure 3.6 for reference).
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Figure 3.8: UI interaction flowchart diagram.

The front-end includes some pages, controllers, and other external dependencies. The
pages, are what get represented to the user, and they are made of a mix of HTML
tags with AngularJS elements. Each page is controlled by a controller. As explained
earlier, they allow for our views (Library View, Notepad View, and Hashtag Linking
View) to reflect data as they are modified. These views interact and are linked to
each as in the illustration of Figure 3.8.

External resources such as videos and LODs are requested directly from their sources
within the front-end framework. Videos are requested from YouTube along with their
controllers; although we have augmented to them our own as in the example of the
Controllers Area within the Notepad View (see Figure 3.4). For LODs, we depended
on DBpedia to provide the system with them. Our requests are made exclusively
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to ontologies that are in the English language5. The following is a snippet of such
requests made to the DBpedia service inquiring about “Khan_Academy”:

PREFIX dbo: <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/>

SELECT DISTINCT ?name ?abstract ?wikiPageID WHERE {

[rdfs:label ?name;rdfs:comment ?abstract;dbo:wikiPageID ?wikiPageID].

FILTER langMatches(lang(?name),"en")

FILTER langMatches(lang(?abstract),"en")

?name bif:contains "Khan_Academy"

}

LIMIT 10

OFFSET 0

In such a query, we expect DBpedia to return a list of ontologies that are specified
in English and that are of relation to the text “Khan_Academy.” That connection
between text and semantic is examined by conducting a basic text comparison of the
string we provided with DBpedia’s ontologies; specifically their “name” property. The
“name” property can be thought of as a term that identifies the label a given ontology
carries in a given language (English in our case). Once the query is complete, the list
of ontologies that DBpedia provided will be displayed to the user to select from.

5Of course, this represents a limitation of the system, nevertheless we decided to go with it given
that all of our tests and content we will test with will be communicated and conducted using English.



Chapter 4

Methodology

Understanding the activity of annotating online educational videos, the main goal of
the study, required from us conducting the evaluation in a lab setting. An examination
period that was set between 90 - 120 minutes of running time, required recruiting par-
ticipants that were university/college students only. These students (i.e. participants)
were to provide us with the necessary data needed to complete evaluating the usability
of the three different annotation methods (PnP, OneNote and NotesKB). Our study
was granted a research ethics clearance from the Carleton University Research Ethics
Board-B (CUREB-B), with Ethics Protocol Clearance ID: Project # 106517.

Both quantitative and qualitative data of their experiences and performance were to be
collected. Throughout this chapter, we will walk through the different data collection
techniques and evaluation methods used to conduct this examination. To ensure
the validity and reliability of our results, we have constantly sought using evaluation
methods that were common and widely practiced in the field. Our test consists of
four major parts (explained in details in Section 4.3); with each set to collect different
information about the participants’ experiences. At the heart of this examination, is
the mentioned comparison between three different note-taking methods that are, the
Pen and paper (PnP); the Microsoft OneNote; and our prototype NotesKB.

Our approach to testing these methods involved conducting an exploratory usability
evaluations. As part of our evaluation, two factors were set to determine a students’
performance in taking notes of online educational videos; the first one was the used
annotation method and the other was the structure of the knowledge presented to them
in the videos. Also, we depended on using some standardized usability questionnaires,
namely SUS (System Usability Scale) and ASQ (After-Scenario Questionnaire). Among
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the advantages of using such standardized tests was to have measures that can be
described as objective, replicable, quantifiable and scientifically generalized [83]. We
had also relied on the comments of the participants describing their experiences
throughout the testing sessions.

4.1 Participants

The targeted population for our study was university/college students. For practical
reasons, our recruitment effort was exclusively targeted at recruiting students within
Carleton University. The reason for choosing students was due to the presumption that
students always take notes in their classes and are quite familiar with the note-taking
process in general. Our sample includes 20 adult students aged between 18 and 35
years old, with 6 of them identified themselves as females and 14 as males. Most
of the participant (18 out of 20) were enrolled in a technology related field of study
(e.g. computer science, HCI, engineering).

When it comes to the academic competence, participants varied in their level of studies
they were pursuing at the time. The majority of them were highly educated; with
two post-graduates and twelve graduate students. The rest were all undergraduate
students. By observing their abilities in using the English language, the majority (17
out of 20) of them have demonstrated a high level to a moderate skill level linguistic
abilities. Only three participants appeared to be struggling speaking or writing in
English; as that can be observed from the vocal and written comments they left which
we found it hard to understand and recognize the meaning behind them. Moreover,
we also asked them about their academic performance. The majority of them rated
their academic performance to be ‘Above average student’ (11 out of 20); while the
rest were varied between either being an ‘Average student’ (4 out 20) or an ‘Excellent
student’ (4 out 20). Only one participant declared himself to be a ‘Struggling student.’

Lastly, the majority of participants stated that they did take notes on a regular basis
for school (13 out of 20). Among the remaining participants who answered that
they do not take notes on a regular basis, one mentioned that note-taking to him is
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dependent on whether or not the subject being studied is hard or not, and he would
only take some notes when they are hard. All of the regular note-takers identified the
Pen and paper (PnP) as their preferred medium to take notes for classes.

4.2 Materials

We ran our entire study, working both as a server and as a client, on an ASUS desktop
PC (Intel® Core(™) i7-4770K CPU @ 3.50GHz, 4 Core(s), 16GB RAM, Microsoft
Windows 10 Education OS). To monitor the participants’ activities on the screen
throughout our test, we relied on eye-tracking hardware and software by Gazepoint.
The model of the eye-tracker we used in our study was called the Gazepoint GP3, and
it was mounted on the 20 inch HP Pavilion 2010i Monitor display as illustrated in
Figure 4.1. To record and analyze the screen-capture videos, the Gazepoint Analysis
Standard Edition (v3.4.0) was used. It allowed recording activities of the participants
on the computer screen along with the focus of their gazes. For creating and storing
the answers of the participants to the pre-test and evaluation surveys, we used the
LimeSurvey that was locally hosted in Carleton University’s HotSoft lab.

A

B
C

D

Figure 4.1: Overview of the testing setting – which includes (A) the main monitor
display, (B) an eye-tracker, (C) a microphone, and (D) an input space [for mouse and
keyboard also for PnP].

There were three videos selected and used as learning content, all of them were hosted
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on the YouTube website. The criteria for selecting a video was for it to be (a) explained
in a clear English; (b) relatively short regarding duration and its running time fall in
the range between 5 - 7 minutes; and (c) general (not specialized). The following lists
the selected videos with a short description included (To read the videos’ transcripts,
see Appendix D):

• Video-A: titled as “Introduction to nouns,” and it took 4 minutes and 27
seconds to finish and was made by Khan Academy [78]. In general, it can be
described as a conceptual-based video that explains what constitutes a ‘noun.’

• Video-B: this video was about the city of Ottawa’s Tulip Festival and its origins.
The video was titled “Did You Know? - History Of The Tulip Festival” and was
made by the Cable Public Affairs Channel (CPAC) [20]. It ran for 5 minutes
and 14 seconds and included so many historical events, thus can be described as
a factual-based video.

• Video-C: this was another video made by Khan Academy, and it was titled
“Firestick farming” [47]. The video discussed the use of fire by the indigenous
people of Australia for farming, and it lasted for 6 minutes and 36 seconds. A
mix of both conceptual, as well as factual information, was presented in the
video.

As a side note, although we have collected eye-tracking data and even begun to analyze
it, we eventually decided to abandon the idea because it was not necessary for this
study’s scope. One big predicament we faced in analyzing the eye-tracking data was
the quality of the recorded gaze-traces. The quality was affected by a repeated sudden
stops of the eye-tracker device. Add to that the variance occurred in finishing time and
the screen size of the software tools during the experiment. The duration that took
each participant to finish annotating a video varied from one participant to another;
especially in Part 2. For example, “participant X finished annotating Video-B in 7
min while participant Y finished taking notes of it in 9.5 min”; that made analyzing
eye-tracking videos even harder to deal with. Also, when analyzed the study, we found
that some participants had re-sized the software windows to make it fit into their
liking; which created an inconsistency in the collected visual data.
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4.3 Procedure

This section discusses in detail the four parts that comprised our test and what had
happened in each one of them. That includes the given instructions and resources
made available to each participant during the test. As Figure 4.2 shows, the four parts
of our examination procedure were:

• Part1: Pre-test Questionnaires: To collect information about demographic,
educational background as well as learning and note-taking habits.

• Part2: Note-taking Sessions: Three note-taking sessions, each followed by
the post-study usability questionnaire SUS.

• Part3: UI Actions: Four UI actions performed using the NotesKB with each
followed by the post-task usability questionnaire ASQ.

• Part4: User Interview: Three groups of open-ended questions aimed at
finding out, from the participant’s perspective, about their perceptions of the
activities that took place in the previous parts of the test.

The participants arrived at the examination lab and were asked to sign a consent form
affirming their participation in the study, if they agreed, they were briefly introduced
to the research topic and made aware of its general objective. After checking the
readiness of all equipment involved in the testing process, participants were instructed
to go through each part, from Part 1 to Part 4 and think aloud as they were going
through it. Towards the end of Part 4, participants were debriefed about the nature
study they took part in and received a compensation of C$20 in cash.

4.3.1 Part 1: Pre-test Questionnaires

This is the first part of the testing procedure, in which the participant is simply
asked to fill in two questionnaires using the LimeSurvey interface. The first question-
naire includes some demographic questions. It also asks some questions about the
participant’s general background; for example, usage of online social networks and
consumption of Web contents. Following that was another questionnaire that was
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mainly focused on educational and learning activities practiced by the participant. For
instance, participants were asked to rate their persistence in taking notes of classes on
a regular basis and their preferred method to do so. (For reference, both questionnaires
are included in Appendix B.)

4.3.2 Part 2: Note-taking Sessions

Here we describe Part 2 of the test, which included the three note-taking sessions. In
each session, the participant was assigned an educational video to watch and take
notes of using a particular note-taking method; starting with PnP, then OneNote and
finally NotesKB. Given the variance in the videos’ playing time, participants were
allowed almost double that time to annotate the video’s content. Thus, for Video-A
and Video-B, participants were given 10 minutes to take notes of each one of them,
and 15 minutes for Video-C. Further, those limits are applied to to avoid exhausting
the participant and confine study’s running time to be between 90-120 minutes.

Just before the first note-taking session (using PnP) started, a list of all of the
commonly used annotation-types was handed to the participants that they could use
as a reference (to review, please refer to Appendix E). For the following two sessions
using OneNote and NotesKB, demo videos were created by us to show participants how
to operate each software tool. The idea of showing these demos was to make sure that
all participants have received the same standardized instructions as much as possible.
This helped to reduce the possibility of that the researcher had forgotten to mention
some information to the participant also keeping the examiner from interfering in the
examination process to a bare minimum. However, the researcher was always available
to answer any question the participant had after watching the demo.
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Participants were divided into two different groups, with each had the same number of
participants (ten participants each). The first ten participants (P1-P10) were assigned
to Group 1, and Group 2 had the rest of the participants, P11 through P20. The
participants in both groups went through the same steps, except for the order they
watched Video-B and Video-C. All participants started their note-taking sessions by
annotating Video-A using PnP. After that, participants in Group 1 were instructed to
use OneNote to annotate Video-B then move on to annotate Video-C using NotesKB.
In Group 2, however, participants were instructed to annotate Video-C using OneNote,
then annotate Video-B using NotesKB after (for visual clarification, please refer to
Figure 4.2 and Table 4.2).

As already described, participants started the test by using PnP, then OneNote and
finally NotesKB. The idea behind arranging the testing of methods in that order is to
let the participant’s transition from the most traditional way of note-taking (PnP)
to the lesser one. Also, it was speculated that by following such order we would
the participants get familiarized and lured into annotating the educational videos
presented to them in the HiForm style. Part of emphasizing the use of this style is
to encourage the inclusion of hashtags and annotation-types (Concept, Definition,
Example) into notes.

Following each annotation session, participants were directed to fill in an SUS ques-
tionnaire evaluating the tool they just used and optionally add some written comments
about it. SUS is post-study standardized usability test that consists of ten multiple
choice questions, that each is evaluated using a 5-point scale. It is extensively used in
industry and academia, and it is considered to be a valid and reliable measuring tool
of usability of computer systems [82]. The SUS score first and foremost is concerned
with measuring the usability of a system; however, upon wide examination of many
SUS questionnaires, some argued that SUS encompasses learnability too [82, 54].
Two out of the questionnaire’s ten questions (item 4 and 10) are used to evaluate
learnability scale. While the remaining eight items are used to compute usability.
As a questionnaire, SUS is limited in measuring the usability of a system as it only
records the user satisfaction using that system leaving out things, such as effectiveness
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and efficiency out of that evaluation. Thus, one could argue it only measures the
perception of usability [82].

The questions in the questionnaire alternate in tone back and forth from positive to
negative. So, as its first question is worded positively (odd-numbered questions), the
following question to it, is stated in a negative tone (even-numbered questions). That
is one version of the SUS test, and it is known as the Standard version, and it is the
version we used in this study. There is yet another equivalent version in which all
questions are worded in a positive tone only, and it is known as the Positive version of
SUS. There is no significant difference between results generated from both versions
[83, 53] (to see the SUS questionnaire, please refer to Appendix C).

4.3.3 Part 3: UI Actions

This section is about Part 3 of the test, which is solely based on the participant
performing some UI tasks using NotesKB. All tasks in this part were relatively brief;
however, students could take as much time as they liked. The first three tasks were all
performed within the Annotations List of the Notepad View (see Figure 3.4). Only in
the fourth action, the participant was instructed to navigate to the Hashtag Linking
View and use it (see Figure 3.5). The list includes all of the four actions in the order
they are assigned accompanied by a short description:

1. Reordering the Annotations List: in this action, the participant is asked to
re-position a particular annotation and be on the top of the Annotations List.
Prior to performing this action, the participant is directed to access through the
Library View an already made file note with the name ‘What is Programming?’
That same note file is used for action 2 and 3.

2. Removing an annotation: in this step, the participant is only asked to remove a
particular annotation.

3. Jumping to a specific time-stamp: for this action, the participant is requested
to play the part of the video in which the ‘#angry_bird’ is mentioned. Of
course, the ‘#angry_bird’ is already present and included in the Annotations
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List; and all the participant has to do is to simply use the mouse to press on
the hyper-linked time-stamp within the annotation (e.g. [0:59] jumps to the
59th second of the video’s playing time).

4. Linking hashtags (part of Wikification): as mentioned previously in the previous
chapter, Wikification is a process that consists of two steps; the first one is
entering a hashtag followed by another in which user links that hashtag to
a Wikipedia article that represents that hashtag. In this action, the partici-
pant is only doing the second step for three pre-determined unlinked hashtags
(‘#khan_academy’, ‘#angry_birds’ and ‘#programming’). For each hashtag,
the participant is tasked to search for a Wikipedia article that best corresponds
to the hashtag being searched.

As the mentioned actions were being performed by the participants, the researcher was
actively logging their progress in carrying out these actions and recording if they have
completed them successfully or otherwise. For example, we maintained a record of
each Wikipedia article of a given hashtag that was checked or linked by the participant.
That, in turn, would help us determine if the participant had linked the correct article
to the hashtag or not as we will see in the next Results chapter. Subsequently, after
executing each action, they were asked to fill up an ASQ questionnaire (to see the
ASQ questionnaire, please refer to Appendix C).

ASQ is a post-task standard usability questionnaire that consists of 3 questions. The
answer to each question is represented on a scale from 1 to 7, with score 1 representing
the most satisfying experience and 7 is its least satisfying to the user. The three
evaluation questions of ASQ measure the degree in which the participant was satisfied
carrying out the task in terms of its easiness, the time it consumed to finish as well as
the supporting information provided with it. Once the scores of these questions are
recorded, an overall average score is then calculated per participant. Unlike SUS, the
ASQ is designed to assess the participant’s satisfaction doing a specific task rather
than a whole UI study. However, just like the SUS, ASQ produces reliable results as
well [83].
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4.3.4 Part 4: Interview

Here we describe the last part of the test in which the researcher asked the participant
questions, mostly open-ended ones, about his/her experience. The questions revolve
around three themes (to preview a sample of a conducted interview, please refer to
Appendix F):

1. Most/Least preferred annotation method to use. By asking the participant
about his/her most and least preferred note-taking method, we aim at gaining
insights of whether or not our collected scores from the SUS questionnaires
match those of students’ perceptions about the three methods.

2. Participant’s opinion about the general practice of annotating online educational
videos.

3. Participant’s opinion about the intrinsic complexity of the watched videos. So,
we asked participants a direct question about which video they thought was the
longest in duration. Although Video-C was the longest, we were interested in
asking participants this question to detect if the density of the learning content
presented in Video-B had led some students to think it was longer.

4.4 Analysis Plan

This section summarizes the independent variables (i.e., factors) dependent variables
(i.e., measures) used in the testing. As mentioned in the previous section, participants
were divided into two groups (Group 1 and Group 2). Following a within-subject
design, all participants experienced the same tasks except for the exposure order of
the videos noted earlier. Setting up the evaluation that way was thought to help
us maximize the amount of data we can collect from participants during the testing
sessions.

To recap, investigating the activity of note-taking of online educational videos is our
main objective in this study, and the goal is to provide some answers to the following
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research questions:

• What is the usability of using PnP, OneNote, and NotesKB to annotate online
educational videos?

• What are the factors that affect the note-taking experience of online educational
videos the most?

• Does the annotating style affect the annotation outcome?

Thus, in a way, the design of our study had to address each of these questions and
collect as much data to help answer them. In the upcoming subsections, we define the
different variables we used to conduct the study and the rationale behind choosing
them.

4.4.1 Independent Variables (Factors)

There are two major factors that we controlled during the examination process. The
first factor was the tools used to annotate the videos, while the second one was the
videos being annotated. Although the nature of educational contents presented in
videos was quite limiting in the fact that they were mainly focused on factual and
conceptual types of knowledge; we think they still reveal some unknown aspects about
the note-taking experience and show us the different dynamics involved when using
different annotation methods.

• Annotation method: represent the method or tool used to take down notes of
the educational video.

• Video’s knowledge structure: this variable is related to the nature of the educa-
tional materials presented to the students in the videos. Based on the Structure of
the Knowledge Dimension of the Bloom’s Taxonomy, we found that the selected
videos can fall into one its categories. So, Video-A mostly includes conceptual
knowledge, and Video-B is mostly factual knowledge and Video-C provides a mix
of the both (conceptual and factual). Even though this categorization can be
said to be arbitrary, yet the fact remains that the knowledge within them is
hard to be described as procedural nor as meta-cognitive knowledge.
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Table 4.1: Table of the independent variables along with their levels.

Independent Variables (Factors) Levels

Video’s knowledge structure Conceptual based, Factual based, Mixed
Annotation method PnP, OneNote, NotesKB

Table 4.2: Table with the study trials ordered as they were experienced by both
participant groups.

Order
Annotation
Method

Conceptual Based
(Video-A)

Factual Based
(Video-B)

Mixed
(Video-C)

1 PnP !(G1, G2) - -
2 OneNote - !(G1) !(G2)
3 NotesKB - !(G2) !(G1)

4.4.2 Dependent Variables (Measures)

These variables are aimed at measuring human behavior. However, when it comes to
annotating educational contents of any kind (online educational videos included), then
the question becomes what measures we can use to quantify such activity; especially
when the study is not concerned at measuring learning outcomes? We used the
following measurements:

• Usability (SUS): as stated earlier, SUS is a post-study questionnaire designed
to measure how usable a system is. We used this as a measure to compare the
three different annotation methods.

• Satisfaction (ASQ): unlike SUS, this post-action questionnaire is designed to
determine the satisfaction level of a user carrying out a specific action in the UI.
We used this measure for Part 3, which involved using NotesKB’s UI exclusively.

• Perceived complexity: this looks at whether or not the participant thinks
that the intrinsic complexity of the educational videos shown had an affect on
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his/her annotation experience. So, in the interview, participants were asked
about whether or not the presented educational material had affected his/her
own experience in any way. They were also asked about which video they thought
to be the longest regarding duration.

• Quality of Wikification Linkage: an average score of the number of times
the participant had successfully selected the correct Wikipedia article that
corresponds to a given hashtag.



Chapter 5

Results and Discussion

The results obtained from the various tests we conducted are presented and discussed
in this chapter. Given the dissimilarities of collected data from the study, we tried
our best to address them in graphs and tables that are easy to read and convey our
points. The section is broken down into two major sections; Results (Section 5.1) and
Interpretation and Discussion (Section 5.2). Throughout the subsections of each, we
will tackle the findings we have obtained from conducting this examination.

When participants were interviewed about their preferred annotation method they
have just experienced, NotesKB was selected by half of them (see Table 5.1).

5.1 Results

As both qualitative and quantitative data were obtained at the same stage of the
study, this section lays out the general outcomes from the study. For the qualitative
data, we applied the thematic analysis method on collected data, chiefly based on
the participants’ comments and answers to the interview open ended questions [21].
We first reviewed all of the transcripts and notes and applied open coding, and then
identified the key themes and how they relate to each other. For the quantitative
data, however, we depended on the formal recorded data such as the standardized
tests and other survey results. For simplicity, processed data is described sometimes
in tables and other graphical data representations such as histograms to convey some
statistical information about it. Completed statistics are included in subsections 5.1.1
or 5.1.2; while the thematic analysis is part of subsection 5.1.3.

64
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Table 5.1: Summaries of the answers during the interviews with participants.

Method Most preferred Least preferred
PnP 8 4
OneNote 2 11
NotesKB 10 5

(a) Annotation method preference.

Video Freq *
Video-A 0
Video-B 7
Video-C 11

(b) Longest perceived video.

N/A No Yes
Found annotating videos appealing 2 4 14
Learning material affected performance 1 8 11

(c) Yes/No questions.
∗ Some participants did not answer the questions.

5.1.1 Descriptive Statistics

Statistics shown in this part are used to arrive at measurable outcomes to provide
estimates of data collected. Outlined in the following subsections, we broke down
our statistics into two groups, one that is concerned with the data collected from the
surveys before the evaluation process took place, followed by another that describe
data gathered later.

5.1.1.1 Pre-Test Data

Given that all of our participants were university students, describing the different
demographics and backgrounds they belong to is thought to be of importance to
understanding the study. As we can observe from Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2, to
some extent, the demographics of our participants are skewed. At least half of
the participants were male graduate right-handed students enrolled in a technology
influenced academic program (mostly Computer Science) with an above average
academic performance and aged between 20-30 years old. That description may not
be that critical in explaining the results of our study, but it could shed some light
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on the efficacy of the annotation methods tried out and how far we could generalize
them.
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Figure 5.1: Graphical representations of demographic data.
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and general skills.
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When it comes to the Web content consumption habits, as expected of such targeted
population, all of the students who participated in the study seemed to be coping
well with what contemporary cyberspace has to offer and its various technological
trends (see Figure 5.3). For the majority of the participants, it seems apparent that
they consume much content online on a daily basis; for entertainment, socializing (on
Facebook especially), as well as for work and education (see Figure 5.4). Thus, one
can disregard that the testing sample was unequipped or out of touch using current
technologies. Facebook, YouTube, and LinkedIn come on top as the most common
social media used by the participants (see Figure 5.2). Several of the networks do
support the use of hashtags, or a mechanism similar to it at least. This suggests that
the idea of using hashtags is quite unlikely to be alien to these participants.
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Figure 5.3: Participants’ ratings of their computer skills.

When it comes to the statistics about the participants’ note-taking habits, however, we
see a certain degree of divergence between participants. In this, participants’ responses
seem to be quite diverse when it comes to the note-taking abilities and habits. As we
can see from Figure 5.5, although the majority of the students had specified that they
are capable of summarizing their notes using their own words, they diverged in the
degree of their capabilities. Another element where the participants’ responses varied
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widely in their commitment to the practice of editing personal notes within 24 hours
after class.
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5.1.1.2 Standardized Tests

5.1.1.2.1 SUS Scores

As Table 5.2 shows1, PnP earned the highest SUS average score of 80.9 followed by
NotesKB (avg. 62.2) and finally OneNote (avg. 55.9). As it turns out, there is no
significant difference between the NotesKB and OneNote when it comes to the overall
SUS score. Also, as Figure 5.6 illustrates, the differences between the two participants
groups, G1 and G2, are thought to be arbitrary and are little or no significance.
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Figure 5.6: Boxplots displaying the distribution of collected SUS scores.

Apart from the overall SUS scores, a notable difference exists in the ‘learnability’
score of all three methods. PnP has the highest average score, again, with OneNote
scoring a higher average (73.1) than that of NotesKB (60.6). We found the close

1Please note that the numbers presented here in this section are not percentile ranks, they are
mere calculations applied to the collected raw SUS scores as they were recorded (please refer to Sauro
[82] and Sauro and Lewis [83] for more reading about making the conversion from raw SUS scores to
percentile ranks).
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approximation between the different medians and means across all methods to be
another interesting distinction found in the results. This close approximation somewhat
positively indicates that the collected data is distributed evenly over the total range
(see Figure 5.6 and Table 5.2 for reference).

5.1.1.2.2 ASQ Scores

The ASQ score records the level of satisfaction participants felt after completing a
test scenario. In Figure 5.7, one can easily spot the variance between the ASQ scores
of each task. Most participants were overwhelmingly satisfied when they completed
Action 2 and Action 3. On the other hand, the level of satisfaction executing Action
1 and Action 4 ranges widely from unsatisfying to satisfying; though it leans more
toward the side of the latter. Nevertheless, we think it is normal for both actions (i.e.,
Action 1 and Action 4) to be viewed that way given that they do require more steps
to carry out than the other two. (Action 1 involved finding buttons in the UI while
Action 4 is a hashtag linking task.)
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Table 5.2: SUS results.

Annotation Method
PnP OneNote NotesKB

Measures G1 G2 All G1 G2 All G1 G2 All
SUS Score

Mean 86.5 75.2 80.9 58.8 53.0 55.9 64.2 60.2 62.2
Median 86.2 82.5 83.8 65.0 51.2 55.0 62.5 61.2 61.2
Std Dev 11.6 23.7 19.0 16.4 17.1 16.6 19.7 22.4 20.6
Std Err 3.7 7.5 4.3 5.2 5.4 3.7 6.2 7.1 4.6
Low * 78.2 58.3 72.0 47.0 40.8 48.1 50.2 44.2 52.6
High * 94.8 92.2 89.8 70.5 65.2 63.6 78.3 76.3 71.9
Min 67.5 22.5 22.5 25.0 30.0 25.0 32.5 20.0 20.0
Max 100.0 97.5 100.0 82.5 77.5 82.5 97.5 90.0 97.5

Usability
Mean 84.4 73.8 79.1 53.4 49.7 51.6 64.1 61.2 62.7
Median 84.4 81.2 81.2 57.8 46.9 54.7 60.9 65.6 64.1
Std Dev 13.5 23.5 19.5 17.6 17.8 17.3 18.1 21.2 19.2
Std Err 4.3 7.4 4.3 5.6 5.6 3.9 5.7 6.7 4.3
Low * 74.7 56.9 70.0 40.8 37.0 43.4 51.1 46.1 53.6
High * 94.0 90.6 88.2 66.1 62.4 59.7 77.0 76.4 71.7
Min 59.4 25.0 25.0 15.6 25.0 15.6 37.5 18.8 18.8
Max 100.0 96.9 100.0 78.1 78.1 78.1 96.9 87.5 96.9

Learnability
Mean 95.0 81.2 88.1 80.0 66.2 73.1 65.0 56.2 60.6
Median 100.0 93.8 100.0 81.2 62.5 68.8 62.5 56.2 62.5
Std Dev 8.7 27.8 21.3 17.9 25.0 22.3 29.3 31.9 30.2
Std Err 2.8 8.8 4.8 5.7 7.9 5.0 9.3 10.1 6.7
Low * 88.7 61.4 78.2 67.2 48.3 62.7 44.0 33.5 46.5
High * 101.3 101.1 98.1 92.8 84.2 83.6 86.0 79.0 74.7
Min 75.0 12.5 12.5 50.0 37.5 37.5 12.5 12.5 12.5
Max 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

* ‘Low’ and ‘High’ refer to the Confidence interval
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5.1.2 Comparisons

Drawing upon information obtained from the previous subsection 5.1.1, in this part,
we will attempt to discover relationships between various results using inferential
statistical methods and techniques to reach such conclusions that eventually support
our hypothesizes.

To detect differences between the SUS scores of the three annotation methods, we
relied on the non-parametric Kruskal–Wallis analysis. From applying the analysis on
our data sets, we get the p-value < 0.001; which indicates an existence of a significant
difference between the three note-taking methods without specifying which one. To
confirm where the difference was taking place, we tested the three methods in pairs,
and compare each pair by applying the Wilcoxon signed rank test with continuity
correction. As it turns out, results suggest that PnP is the method that is showing
a significant difference when compared to the other two methods. For OneNote and
NotesKB, however, results show no significant difference between the two. To correct
the p-values, we multiplied them by three given that we made three comparisons (see
Table 5.4).

Another important variance noticed relates to Action 4. We learned from the ASQ
score (Section 5.1.1.2.2) that participants had different views about each of the four
actions. However, that variation was based on the participant’s point of view and
their performances. Here we will dive deeper into Action 4 and investigate the
completion rate in finishing the Wikification process. The most important indicator
we are interested in is the rate of how many participants had successfully linked
the Wikipedia articles to the designated hashtags. Whether the participants had
opened the actual Wikipedia article and read them or if they had edited a given
hashtag and make it comply with the name of the intended article is thought to be of
secondary importance. As the results in Figure 5.8 illustrate, it seems that linking
the right Wikipedia articles to the hashtags is content dependent. That is to say, the
“#khan_academy” hashtag was linked completely by most of the participants, and we
suspect the reason for that is due to the fact that the Wikipedia article correspond to
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Table 5.3: ASQ results.

Measures
Actions Mean Median Std Dev Std Err Max * Min † LCL UCL

Action 1: Reordering the Annotations List
Easy to do 3.29 3 2.28 0.52 7 1 -3.28 9.87
Time avaliable 3.11 2 2.27 0.52 7 1 -2.5 8.73
Info support 3.71 3 2.11 0.49 7 1 -1.77 9.18
Overall ‡ 3.43 2.67 2.01 0.46 7 1 -1.84 8.7

Action 2: Removing an annotation
Easy to do 1.21 1 0.54 0.12 3 1 0.37 2.05
Time avaliable 1.11 1 0.32 0.07 2 1 0.83 1.39
Info support 1.67 1 1.28 0.29 6 1 -0.99 4.33
Overall 1.32 1 0.62 0.14 3.33 1 0.1 2.53

Action 3: Jumping to a specific timestamp
Easy to do 1.53 1 0.9 0.21 4 1 -0.43 3.49
Time avaliable 1.37 1 1.01 0.23 5 1 -0.31 3.05
Info support 1.61 1 1.29 0.3 6 1 -0.46 3.68
Overall 1.49 1 0.96 0.22 5 1 -0.19 3.17

Action 4: Linking hashtags
Easy to do 2.89 2 2.02 0.46 7 1 -2.99 8.77
Time avaliable 2.79 3 1.51 0.35 6 1 -0.29 5.87
Info support 2.94 2 2.18 0.5 7 1 -2.97 8.86
Overall 2.87 2.33 1.76 0.4 6 1 -1.75 7.49

* ‘Max’ refers to a category’s highest score denoting dissatisfaction.
† ‘Min’ refers to a category’s lowest score denoting satisfaction.
‡ ‘Overall’ is an average of the three questions in the ASQ questionnaire.
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it came first on top of the search results in the Hashtag Linking View and its title
matches exactly the hashtag’s text (see Figure 3.5 for reference). Partially similar to
it is hashtag ‘#programming’ which appeared on the first page of the results but with
a small caveat that its corresponding article appears on the bottom of the list with a
slightly different title of “Computer programming.” For the hashtag “#angry_birds,”
however, we find that many students had linked the wrong Wikipedia articles for some
reason we do not understand.

Table 5.4: Results from the Wilcoxon rank test.

Pair p-value V
PnP–OneNote 0.002 195.0
PnP–NotesKB 0.025 146.5
OneNote–NotesKB 0.434 65.5
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5.1.3 Qualitative Results

Using the thematic analysis for the qualitative aspects of our study, we identified
three different themes drawn from the comments and remarks made by participants.
Achieving that required analyzing 12 hours of screen captured videos and transcribing
over 10-15 minutes of interview time per participant. As explained in the earlier
chapter (see Section 4.3.4), the interviews were conducted toward the end of the
testing session and they were intended to outline and record the general perceptions
of participants annotating online educational videos using the three different methods.
When identified four general themes that encapsulate the majority of our findings:

1. Effect on note-taking practices.
2. Easiness and Power.
3. Task familiarity and activity support.
4. Content style effects on outcomes.

5.1.3.1 Theme 1: Effect on note-taking practices.

This is thought to be a characteristic of the user that is independent of the annotation
method that was in use. For example, making some drawings and connections around
one’s notes. A quote from one of the participants best illustrates this “I am not very
organized with the paper. . . I will scribble like a huge arrow from one side to the other,
and then if there’s something that I forgot or need to change, I will cross out, and
I will continue to add around the text.” Another example is addressing writing in a
short and a point-by-point form by Participant-020 “if you do not want to write out. . .
a word by word. . . you sometimes have to think you know, a short form method it will
make it, you know, [it is] easy for you to tell what was wer.. – what was being written
when you make it in point form.”
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5.1.3.2 Theme 2: Easiness and Power.

This theme is concerned with how much power one annotation method does provide to
its users, versus its ease of use. Many have noted that they can do something using one
method (usually PnP) but not with another. This is usually manifested in mentions of
one’s familiarity to use one method and the need for him/her to learn how to operate
it, versus the power it gives them in comparison to another. It all boils down to the
measurement of learnability and the usability of a note-taking method. For example,
a participant has mentioned that specifying annotation-types in OneNote was harder
to do than in NotesKB. A similar thing can be found in a quote by Participant-006
talking about choosing between PnP or NotesKB as the most preferred method:

“Well I am torn, [be]cause pen and paper is easier to, sort of, grow some-
thing organically, right. So, I can write my thoughts really quickly, annotate
it whenever I want, like underline things whenever I want. Whenever I am
using anything that requires typing, then I have to have a plan, right. I
have to usually annotate it at the start, and if I change my mind, then I
have to grab the mouse and then re-click to change the annotation, which
is problematic.”

Several testimonies expressed similar things to that by other participants as well.
On the other hand, many participants had praised software methods (OneNote and
NotesKB) for their ability to automate things provide some assistance by the computer;
especially in spelling checking, copy/paste mechanism, text indexing, and fast typing.
A common criticism that is shared by both OneNote and NotesKB, though more by
the latter; has to do with the size of the video displayed within the tool as being too
small to see.

5.1.3.3 Theme 3: Task familiarity and activity support.

This theme involves the method’s ability to support the note-taking activity in general,
and in the HiForm annotation style in particular. Under this theme, we include
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comments made by participants during interviews about their experience during the
annotation sessions. For instance, so indicated that looking at the video, thinking
about the content, and taking notes of it all at the same time was quite challenging
for them. Being familiar with the tool and the task, in general, is a point that had
appeared again and again in the interviews. The following quote is an example:
“It [NotesKB] just need a bit of familiarization I think.” Another related point to
familiarity, is one that deals with task interleaving. As Participant-001 put it: “I just
can’t continue to listen and type without pausing the video and figuring out what type
of comment I was writing.” On the contrary, Participant-010 had praised NotesKB
saying: “I was not really getting distracted to watch video; I was just listening and
writing.” A similar remark to that was made about subtitles and their importance as
expressed by an international student whom English is a second language. The gist
of the remark revolves around the time it takes a second language speaker to grasp
all the information presented in the videos and the need to sometimes repeated more
than once (Video-B lack subtitles). Others had mentioned that NotesKB felt more
like a transcribing tool rather than a tool for learning. When it comes to Wikification,
there was mostly positive feedback. A quote from Participant-011 states “I like the
hashtags – like you can link to Wikipedia articles like that was really nice.” A similar
point addressed by another participant “if I am hashtagging then I have to hashtag
while I am typing or again interrupt the flow of my thought to hashtag something. So
it is. . . I think overall I still prefer pen and paper.”

5.1.3.4 Theme 4: Content style effects on outcomes.

Many participants mentioned that the simplicity of Video-A had caused them to take
fewer notes than they had intended; while the complexity of Video-B (and sometimes
Video-C) and the many historical facts presented in it has resulted in them taking
more notes. For instance, Participant-013 mentioned that “I had to like write more
for the last one but the first one [VideoA], like Proper Noun, like nouns in general
and examples. So I did not really have to write so much.” The fact that no one had
chosen Video-A as being the longest nor that it has enough material to take notes
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about is a point that was repeatedly raised by some participants. Linked to that,
participants also mentioned that their familiarity with the content of a video had in a
way determined the quality and quantity of taken annotations. Moreover, some have
stated that the use of animations and the pace speed in which the video plays was of
importance to some students.

5.2 Interpretation and Discussion

Considering all the results of our study, we realized there were several interrelated
qualities that affect the note-taking experience. From the recorded observations and
findings during the Note-taking Sessions, the following lists these qualities:

• Annotation Method Support – concerned with the level of satisfaction the students
felt toward the assistance an annotation method provided during the annotation
session.

• Annotation Style – concerned with the annotation style was used during the
note-taking session, which was the same for all of the three sessions (HiForm
style).

• Learning Content – concerned with the learning content presented during the
session.

• User Competence – concerned with how competent the student was to carry out
the learning task, which is determined by how well they were doing academically
as well as the general skill sets they obtain.

5.2.1 Annotation Method Support

To give an overview of the principal obtained results, we show in Table 5.5 and Table
5.6 summaries of the SUS and ASQ tests respectively. The reported SUS scores show
how the three annotation methods’ usability (PnP, OneNote, and NotesKB) were
perceived by the participants after they have been asked to use them to take notes
of online educational videos. As expected, when compared to other methods, PnP
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Table 5.5: Summary of SUS scores.

Annotation Method

PnP OneNote NotesKB

SUS
Score

Usability Learnability SUS
Score

Usability Learnability SUS
Score

Usability Learnability

Avg. 80.9 79.1 88.1 55.9 51.6 73.1 62.2 62.7 60.6

Table 5.6: Summary of ASQ scores.

Actions
Action 1 Action 2 Action 3 Action 4

Avg. 3.4 1.3 1.5 2.9

always come on top as the most usable method. However, as we are mostly concerned
with software tools, the SUS scores of OneNote and NotesKB are truly the ones in
question in this thesis. The reason for that is simple, using PnP to annotate videos is
not possible, at least in the foreseeable future, of producing notes that are semantically
linked. As mentioned earlier, its presence is to act as a catalyst for participants to be
encouraged to take notes in the HiForm style. Based on the ASQ scores, we notice
that most participants found Action 2 and Action 3 to be the most satisfactory.

5.2.2 Annotation Style

As mentioned earlier, NotesKB was built to fit the HiForm style of taking notes,
and we influenced students to adopt it in the other two methods (namely PnP and
OneNote). However, that style did not suit all of the students. Some students pointed
out that they did not like taking notes in a point-by-point form. Many others have
pointed out that they chose PnP just for the freedom it gives them to make some
drawings very quickly. Nevertheless, initially, when we started planning for this study,
we thought that the study would involve students that already know how to take
good notes using an established paradigm. As it turned out, they were different in the
ways they take their notes, and they seem to need more time to adjust to using a new
note-taking paradigm. Contrary to expectation, it seems that the students’ familiarity
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using social networks did not necessarily translate to them using the HiForm style
at a higher rate. We initially had projected that when it comes to writing notes in
the HiForm style, the high usage of the social networks by participants will manifest
itself in a higher style adoption rate, which has proven to be inaccurate. That does
not say there is no relation between the two, but our findings suggest that there are
no evident connections between them. Switching between contexts exemplified in
utilizing some writing elements and practices gained from networking on social media
and put them into practice in an e-learning context is found to be more complicated
than we had initially thought. Another interesting observation is that we found that
many participants specified hashtags and annotation-types after they had finished
writing them. That is to say many had tried to incorporate different parts of the
style into their notes after they had finished taking them as opposed to adopting it in
real-time.

5.2.3 Learning Content

Similar to that, some participants did not remember what video was the longest in
duration. That suggests that coding perceived information does not necessarily result
in the recollection of it. That is to say, just because a learner was exposed to some
educational contents and he/she had actively interacted with in some form, annotating
it as in this case; that does not determine nor lead to recollecting those encoded
thoughts. In that regard, it can also be said that the information density of a video’s
learning contents resulted in the participants perceiving it as being longer than it
actually is. Even though we have told the participants before watching each video
about the time they have available to them to annotate a video, that did not prevent
some of them to mistakenly assume that Video-B was the longest. We reasoned that
knowing the videos’ perceived length could in some way indicates the density of the
information presented; so more participants thinking a video to be the longest, the
more likely to be dense.

When it comes to the nature of the selected videos, they were of three types, a
conceptual, a factual and one that is a mix of both. With such characterization,
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we think our results cannot be generalized and include other educational videos
that are of different content types and styles. For example, educational videos that
include educational contents of procedural nature (e.g., computer programming) or
an analytical one (e.g., mathematics) are not tested in this study. Thus there is a
possibility of different results to emerge.

5.2.4 User Competence

The competence of the participants is best illustrated in the data collected about
their academic backgrounds and their abilities to use computers and their level of
familiarity using social networks. We observed from the conducted interviews as well
as from analyzing the notes they took, the less skilled and academically advanced
a student is, the less the amount of annotations is taken by them, regardless of the
difficulty of the learning content. On the other hand, a user that is highly competent
in their general skills, as well as academically, would take more notes and have more
video watching time.

Moreover, for Wikification, we speculate that the reason for the non-completion of
the linkage process of connecting Wikipedia articles to hashtags by some participants
in Action 4, is due to either confusion or indifference. Many of those who had failed
to complete linking the intended articles seemed to be fixed on selecting the results
that were displayed first. For instance, a common mistake was found in linking the
hashtag “#angry_birds.” The article that rightly corresponds to that hashtag did not
appear to the user until he/she had visited all pages leading up to the fourth search
results page. Therefore, some participants settled on choosing either the “Angry Birds
Seasons” article or the article adjacent to it; the “Angry Birds Go!”; which both had
appeared on the first page of the results. There is another possibility to consider,
though unlikely, that is the fatigue effect was experienced by participants, given that
Action 4 took place by the end of the study time.
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5.2.5 Reflections

Upon reflection on the discussed four qualities, we think that the students’ split
attention between the video, annotation style, and the tool was key to understand
the difficulty that students faced during their note-taking session using the NotesKB
tool. We are inclined to think that asking students to watch a video, use a specific
annotation style, and interact with a new tool with which have a limited familiarity
dealing with all at the same time; can be simply described to be overwhelming to
the students’ cognitive load. That, in turn, may have had a direct implication on the
overall interaction experience. A suggestion to help in that regard, is that facilitating
the pausing of the video by using the keyboard, via some shortcut, may be of be of
help to the students. In this way, when the student become overloaded they could
pause the video while continuing in taking notes.

Although learning outcomes were regarded as being out of scope in our study, from
conducting the study we had gained some understanding of the learning that took
place. On the one hand, some participants asked during the interviews to be reminded
of the videos they have just watched, had a misapprehension about the videos’ length
or have shown clear signs of disinterest learning from the videos. On the other hand,
other students, especially competent ones, have shown some appreciation toward the
videos by describing them to be interesting, took repeated pauses of videos and/or
re-watched them to make careful and well thought-out notes, as well as suggestions
some improvements to the tool or the study in general. Despite that, we think those
are just subjective impressions and it is hard to be conclusive about them.
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Conclusion

To recap, this thesis project is about building a principled e-Learning application with
a usable UI to annotate educational videos, called NotesKB; then testing its usability
by comparing it to other note-taking methods that are frequently used by students.
The tool is designed to be used for annotating online multimedia learning materials
and leveraging ontologies available on some LOD cloud services such as DBpedia.
These ontologies would be integrated into the text in the form of hashtags, which are
entered by the user during an annotation session. From comparing the usability of
the three different note-taking methods (PnP, OneNote, and NotesKB) using some
standardized usability tests (SUS and ASQ), we found that PnP is most usable and
there is no significant difference between our tool (NotesKB) and OneNote. Having
said that, we add that it is possible that the design of a software note-taking tool
with semantic annotation capabilities to be comparable, in terms of usability, to a
widely-used one without, namely OneNote. We also think that such tool is potentially
valuable to the students in the long run as their notes will be machine-readable making
them easy to search and retrieve. Testing the satisfaction level of the semi-automatic
semantic linking mechanism fused with epistemic action was shown to be satisfactory
by most students according to the ASQ test results. Information retrieval is one of the
sought advantages. NotesKB should be easily installed into the Chrome web browser
as an extension and use it to annotate generic Web videos and address annotations at
different levels of complexity and expressivity.
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6.1 Research Outcomes

6.1.1 Main Findings

Since there is no significant difference between OneNote and NotesKB regarding
usability as the SUS scores show, it is helpful to know that most students participated
in the study picked NotesKB as their preferred method of annotation. This study
gives a glimpse and provides a soft evidence of the existing potential of using and
incorporating various SW technologies into developing more tools suitable for students,
as we think the responsibility of supporting taking good notes falls on the tool design.
Although it is unclear how to teach students or induce them to adopt good note-taking
practices, as they can be learned independently; this study forms an exercise in which
we argue that annotation methods do affect the annotation process similar to how the
learning content does. Given the various stages that this project went through from
initially conceiving the idea of the NotesKB tool, to fully designing it and building
it; we realized that reducing cognitive overload is the most critical element when
building such a tool for students. Thus, since the first design draft of NotesKB, we
geared our efforts to test this particular relationship between annotation style and
tool structure. Choosing educational videos as a learning medium determined by the
weak support for this medium. This is despite the medium being widespread in the
current educational scene as a way for educators to present their contents on Web
platforms such as YouTube.

We found that the process of note-taking is more complex than we had initially thought
at the start the project. Before all else, the learning tool (in our case the annotation
method) affected the learning experience, because the degree of support and assistance
that a tool provides has impacted the user’s performance and level of satisfaction
carrying out the learning task. We also found that being familiar with the annotation
method is also important. It is wrong to assume that because students use software x,
therefore, they will know how to use software y. Despite the fact that the majority of
our participants, whose education was above average and use social media at least
once a day (Facebook most probably); taking notes using NotesKB was not that
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straight forward to them. One reason for this is that the context is different from that
of social media. Sharing a post on social media, for the most part, requires little to
no cognitive processing, unlike learning something from an educational video. Second,
some participants pointed out that they did not have enough time to come back and
edit their notes, enter hashtags and change annotation-types; and as we discovered,
students usually do these editing-related types of task toward the end of an annotation
session.

6.1.2 Limitations

Given the scope of our study, we do not think our findings can be generalized. First,
the number of our participants was small. We might end up with different results
had we had more participants. Also, the participants’ demographics were quite
skewed as there were more males than females; more graduate than undergraduates or
postgraduates; and more students enrolled in technical programs than non-technical
ones. Second, the nature of each presented video was different from the other two
videos. Some participants were not interested in learning about some of them, and
some participants have even expressed their annoyance and pointed out that they
were given a little amount of time to watch and annotate these videos. Moreover, as
mentioned before, the sequence order in which students experienced the annotation
methods (PnP followed by OneNote then NotesKB) was the same for both testing
groups, and the only difference was in the videos being watched using them. Given
that, we do not know how the results may differ had we changed that order and whether
or not new results may emerge out of this change. We also think that the difference
in the sizes of videos and the space they occupy of the screen had made analyzing
and comparing the collected results challenging and impracticable. Lastly, giving
participants enough time to try out each annotation method before the note-taking
session was another limitation in our study, especially for NotesKB. Participants had
the chance to only watch demo videos without trying the method out for themselves.
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6.2 Contributions

• Principled design of an e-Learning video annotation system.

• Usability comparison of three different annotation methods, namely PnP,
OneNote and our tool NotesKB.

• Conceptualizing the different factors effecting the students’ note-taking process
of online educational videos, and understanding the relationships between them.

6.3 Future Work

Future work should investigate the determining factors involved in annotating different
kinds of multimedia learning contents and not restricted to videos only. Also, the
study should include other annotation methods than the ones we tested. Further, the
study should be conducted with students in different age groups and levels to see if
that would affect the findings.



Appendix A

Annotation-Types

For each annotation-type presented below in Table A.1, we display its visual symbol
along with a short description of its nature; that is borrowed primarily from the
Oxford Dictionary of English [89].

Table A.1: Descriptions of the underlying meaning of annotation-types.

Symbol Description

Txt Text This is the main block in which all blocks are derived
from.

C Concept A word or phrase used to describe a thing or to
express a concept, especially in a particular kind of
language or branch of study.

Def Definition A statement of the exact meaning of a word,
especially in a dictionary.

? Question A sentence expressed as an inquiry so as to draw out
a reply.

Ans Answer A reply to an asked question.

Eg Example A thing characteristic of its kind or illustrating a
general rule.

¬Eg Counter Example An example that opposes or contradicts an idea or
theory.

Ag Argument A set of reasons advanced for or against a proposal
or proposition (i.e. providing reasons to believe).

¬Ag Counter Argument An argument or set of reasons put forward to oppose
an idea or theory developed in another argument.

“Q” Quote Repeat or copy out (words from a text or speech
written or spoken by another person).
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Pre-Test Questionnaires
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Demographic and Background Information

Age *

Please write your answer here:

Gender *

Please choose only one of the following:

 Male

 Female

 Prefer not to say

I consider myself:

Please choose only one of the following:

 Righthanded

 Lefthanded

 Ambidextrous

What is your current academic field of study?

Please write your answer here:

What is the level of your current academic program?

Please choose only one of the following:

 Undergraduate

 Graduate

 Other   

How would you rate your academic performance? * 

Please choose only one of the following:

 Struggling student

 Below average student

 Average student

 Above average student

 Excellent student

Please evaluate your familiarity with the following computerrelated activities: 

Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Not at all Unfamiliar Somewhat Familiar Very Familiar
Web browsing

Demographic and Background Information
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Not at all Unfamiliar Somewhat Familiar Very Familiar
Using operating systems
(e.g. Windows, Mac OS
or Linux)
Using word processors,
spreadsheet and slide
show presentation
program (e.g. Microsoft
Word, Excel,
PowerPoint)
Using creative software
to draw, design, photo
editing or make videos
(e.g. Photoshop,
Illustrator, iMovie)
Writing computer
programs (i.e.
programming/coding)
Please evaluate how frequently you use the Web for:

Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Never Occasionally Monthly
Bi

weekly Weekly
Once
daily >1x/Day

Socializing (e.g.
Facebook, Twitter,
LinkedIn, Skype)
Entertainment
Online shopping
Work and business (e.g.
Checking/Writing emails)
Education and learning

Which of the following social networks do you use? (Choose all that apply)

Please choose all that apply:

 Facebook

 Twitter

 LinkedIn

 Snapchat

 Google+

 YouTube

 Reddit

 Digg

 Skype

Other: 

How do you access your social network account/s? (Choose all that apply) 

Please choose all that apply:

 Desktop PC

Demographic and Background Information
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 Laptop

 Smartphone

 Tablets

Other: 

Demographic and Background Information
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Yes Uncertain No

Educational and Learning Activities

As a student, do you anticipate to:

Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Enrolling in a more advanced degree from the one you are currently studying
Changing your current field of studying
Pursuing a career after graduation in a different field from the one expected of someone of your 
academic background
How many hours do you spend on average on a weekly basis on the following:

Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

5 or fewer
hours/week

6  10
hours/week

11  15
hours/week

16  20
hours/week

21  25
hours/week

26  30
hours/week

More than
30

hours/week
Studying
activities
related to your
academic
progress (e.g.
writing,
reading, lab
work or
rehearsing)
Extracurricular
activities (e.g.
playing sports,
music or
Chess)

Do you take notes during classes in a regular basis?

*

Please choose only one of the following:

 Yes, I regularly take notes during classes

 No, I don't take notes

 Other   

What medium do you use often to take your class notes?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was 'Yes, I regularly take notes during classes' at question '14 [q3notetakinghabit]' (Do you take notes during classes in a regular 
basis? )

Please choose only one of the following:

 Paper

 Recording

 Electronic

 Other 

On a scale of 1to 10, rate the quality of the following aspects of your note taking habits:

Educational and Learning Activities
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Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was 'Yes, I regularly take notes during classes' at question '14 [q3notetakinghabit]' (Do you take notes during classes in a regular
basis? )

Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Poor
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Excellent
10

Organization of your
notes
Recognizing main
ideas when revisiting
your notes
Recognizing
supporting details of
main ideas when
revisiting your notes
Recognizing
reoccurring patterns
in your notes (i.e.
causeeffect,
conceptdefinition,
example)
Integrating your
notes with other
sources (e.g.
readings or another
colleague's notes)
Summarizing your
notes using your
own words
Conducting regular
reviews of your
notes
Editing your notes
within 24 hours after
class

How often do you watch online educational videos (e.g. on Carleton University OnLine, Khan 
Academy, Coursera, edX, etc)?

*

Please choose only one of the following:

 Never

 Occasionally

 Monthly

 Biweekly

 Weekly

 Daily

>1x/Day

Which platform/website have you used to watch educational videos, if ever? (Choose all that 
apply)

Please choose all that apply:

 Carleton University OnLine (CUOL)

Educational and Learning Activities
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 YouTube

 Khan Academy

 Coursera

 edX

 Udemy

 Udacity

 Lynda

 Treehouse

 Skillshare

 The Great Courses

 Codecademy

Other: 

Do you take any type of notes when you watch online educational videos?

Please choose only one of the following:

 Yes, I often do

 Sometimes

 No, I don't take notes of online educational videos

How frequently do you check Wikipedia to learn more about something you heard in class?

Please choose only one of the following:

 Never

 Very Seldom

 Seldom

 Neither Seldom Nor Often

 Somewhat Often

 Often

 Very Often

In your free time, what are the fields you spend most of your time learning about? (Choose 
all that apply)

Please choose all that apply:

 Mathematics

 Sciences and nature

 Arts and design

 Food and drink

 Humanities (e.g. history, languages, literature, music, philosophy, religion)

 Engineering and technologies

 Law and legal studies

 Social and environmental studies

 Health and well being

Educational and Learning Activities
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 Home and garden

 Business and management

 Personal development (e.g. personal finance, career development, parenting and relationships)

 Travel

Other: 

Educational and Learning Activities
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Video #1: Introduction to nouns

In this task, we would like you to take notes about an educational video using pen & paper.

Task Instructions

Please use the follwoing instructions below to carry out the task:

You have 10 minutes to watch the video and take notes about it.
Make sure to include the video's title, website name and author.
While annotating (i.e. taking notes), try to identify every proper noun by underlining it. For example:
"This video is related to English Grammar".
Moreover, beside each new point you record, try to indicate what it is about in your notes (e.g. using
"def." for a defnition, "Q:" for a question, or "e.g." for an example, etc). [Please refer to the
provided list of annotation types]

Video to Annotate

Link of educational video: https://youtu.be/UejWWQpujs

Please select the number that best describes your experience using a pen & paper as a 
method of taking notes:

*

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was 'Yes' at question '22 [t3finished]' (Have you finished watching and annotating the video?)

Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Strongly
Disagree

1 2 3 4

Strongly
Agree
5

I think that I would like to
use the pen & paper
frequently to take notes.
I found the pen & paper
unnecessarily complex.
I thought the pen & paper
were easy to use.
I think that I would need
the support of a technical
person to be able to use
this method.
I found the various
functions in this method
were well integrated.
I thought there was too
much inconsistency in
this method.

System Usability Scale (SUS) – Post-study Usability Test
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Strongly
Disagree

1 2 3 4

Strongly
Agree
5

I would imagine that most
people would learn to
use this method very
quickly.
I found the method very
cumbersome to use.
I felt very confident using
pen & paper.
I needed to learn a lot of
things before I could get
going with pen & paper.
Please enter your extra comments about your experience taking notes using this method in 
the box below:

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was 'Yes' at question '22 [t3finished]' (Have you finished watching and annotating the video?)

Please write your answer here:

System Usability Scale (SUS) – Post-study Usability Test
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OneNote Demo

Please check the link below, to give you an introduction of how to use Microsoft OneNote application to take notes of an online educational 
video:

Please click on the follwoing link to watch the demo: Preview

Have you found the demo useful?

Please choose only one of the following:

 Yes

 No

System Usability Scale (SUS) – Post-study Usability Test
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Video #2: Firestick farming

In this task, we would like you to take notes about an educational video using the OneNote tool.

Task Instructions

Please use the following instructions below to carry out the task:

You have 15 minutes to watch and annotate the video.
Make sure to include the video's title, website name and author.
Take notes about (i.e. annotate) the video; and try to type down every proper noun you identify as a
hashtag (precede it by the '#' sign). For example: "This video is about #Firestick_farming".
Moreover, beside each new point you record, try to indicate what it is about in your notes (e.g. using
"def." for a definition, "Q:" for a question, or "e.g." for an example, etc).

Video to Annotate

Link of educational video: https://youtu.be/mwUyaeWxJhA

Please select the number that best describes your experience taking notes using the OneNote 
tool:

*

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was 'Yes' at question '26 [t2finished]' (Have you finished watching and annotating the video?)

Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Strongly
Disagree

1 2 3 4

Strongly
Agree
5

I think that I would like to
use this software
frequently.
I found the software
unnecessarily complex.
I thought the software
was easy to use.
I think that I would need
the support of a technical
person to be able to use
this software.
I found the various
functions in this software
were well integrated.
I thought there was too
much inconsistency in
this software.

System Usability Scale (SUS) – Post-study Usability Test
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Strongly
Disagree

1 2 3 4

Strongly
Agree
5

I would imagine that most
people would learn to
use this software very
quickly.
I found the software very
cumbersome to use.
I felt very confident using
the software.
I needed to learn a lot of
things before I could get
going with this software.
Please enter your extra comments about your experience taking notes using this method in 
the box below:

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was 'Yes' at question '26 [t2finished]' (Have you finished watching and annotating the video?)

Please write your answer here:

System Usability Scale (SUS) – Post-study Usability Test
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NotesKB Demo

Please check the link below, to give you an introduction of how to use the NotesKB tool to annotate an online educational video:

Please click on the follwoing link to watch the demo: Preview

Have you found the demo useful?

Please choose only one of the following:
 Yes

 No

System Usability Scale (SUS) – Post-study Usability Test
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Video #3: History Of The Tulip Festival

In this task, we would like you to take notes about an educational video using the NotesKB tool.

Task Instructions

Please use the following instructions below to carry out the task:

You have 10 minutes to watch and annotate the video.
Make sure to include the video's title, website name and author.
Take notes about (i.e. annotate) the video; and try to type down every proper noun you identify as a
hashtag (precede it by the '#' sign). For example: "This video is about #Tulip_Festival".
Moreover, choose the closest annotation type (e.g. C for Concept, ? for Question, Eg for Example,
etc) along with their subtype/s whenever appropriate and as you see fit.

Video to Annotate

Link of educational video: https://youtu.be/kOEtyNRWAg

If you haven't, please read the instructions of the task.

Please select the number that best describes your experience taking notes using the NotesKB 
tool:

*

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was 'Yes' at question '30 [t1finished]' (Have you finished watching and annotating the video?)

Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Strongly
Disagree

1 2 3 4

Strongly
Agree
5

I think that I would like to
use this software
frequently.
I found the software
unnecessarily complex.
I thought the software
was easy to use.
I think that I would need
the support of a technical
person to be able to use
this software.
I found the various
functions in this software
were well integrated.
I thought there was too
much inconsistency in
this software.

System Usability Scale (SUS) – Post-study Usability Test
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Strongly
Disagree

1 2 3 4

Strongly
Agree
5

I would imagine that most
people would learn to
use this software very
quickly.
I found the software very
cumbersome to use.
I felt very confident using
the software.
I needed to learn a lot of
things before I could get
going with this software.
Please enter your extra comments about your experience taking notes using this method in 
the box below:

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was 'Yes' at question '30 [t1finished]' (Have you finished watching and annotating the video?)

Please write your answer here:

System Usability Scale (SUS) – Post-study Usability Test
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In this part of the task, please perform the following actions then immediately answer the
questions right after you finished performing each one of them. The following steps should
help you setup:

1. Saved your current note session.
2. Open the Main View by clicking on the following link: http://localhost:9001/#/notes.
3. In the Notes tab, make sure there exists a note with the name "What is
Programming?".

4. In the Hashtags tab, make sure there exist the following hashtags:
#angry_bird
#Programming
#Khan_Academy

Now, move on to perform the following actions:

Action #1: follow the steps below:

Open note "What is Programming?"
Move (or reorder) the annotation with the content "This is related to #Programming"
to be on the top of the annotations list.
Save note.

Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

 
Strongly
Disagree

1 2 3 4 5 6

Strongly
Agree
7 NA

Overall, I am
satisfied with the
ease of completing
the tasks in this
scenario.
Overall, I am
satisfied with the
amount of time it
took to complete the
tasks in this
scenario.
Overall, I am
satisfied with the
support information
(online help,
messages, visual
look) when
completing the
tasks.

Action #2: follow the steps below:

Open note "What is Programming?"
Remove the annotation with the content "This video is made by #Khan_Academy."
Save note.

Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

 
Strongly
Disagree

1 2 3 4 5 6

Strongly
Agree
7 NA

After Scenario Questionnaire (ASQ) – Post-task Usability Test
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Overall, I am
satisfied with the
ease of completing
the tasks in this
scenario.
Overall, I am
satisfied with the
amount of time it
took to complete the
tasks in this
scenario.
Overall, I am
satisfied with the
support information
(online help,
messages, visual
look) when
completing the
tasks.

Action #3: follow the steps below:

Open note "What is Programming?"
Jump to part of the video that is linked to the hashtag "#angry_birds".
Save note.

Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

 
Strongly
Disagree

1 2 3 4 5 6

Strongly
Agree
7 NA

Overall, I am
satisfied with the
ease of completing
the tasks in this
scenario.
Overall, I am
satisfied with the
amount of time it
took to complete the
tasks in this
scenario.
Overall, I am
satisfied with the
support information
(online help,
messages, visual
look) when
completing the
tasks.

Action #4: follow the steps below

Navegate to the Hashtags view.
Open each of the following hashtags, then find and select the most suitable Wikipedia
article related to it:

#khan_academy

#angry_birds

#programming

After Scenario Questionnaire (ASQ) – Post-task Usability Test
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Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

 
Strongly
Disagree

1 2 3 4 5 6

Strongly
Agree
7 NA

Overall, I am
satisfied with the
ease of completing
the tasks in this
scenario.
Overall, I am
satisfied with the
amount of time it
took to complete the
tasks in this
scenario.
Overall, I am
satisfied with the
support information
(online help,
messages, visual
look) when
completing the
tasks.

After Scenario Questionnaire (ASQ) – Post-task Usability Test
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Appendix D

Video Transcripts

Each of the following subsections include the video transcript of:

• Video-A – Title: “Introduction to nouns” ; Length: 4m 27s [78] (Subsection
D.1)

• Video-B – Title: “Did You Know? - History Of The Tulip Festival” ; Length:
5m 14s [20] (Subsection D.2)

• Video-A – Title: “Firestick farming” ; Length: 6m 36s [47] (Subsection D.3)

D.1 Video-A Transcript

“Hello grammarians. Welcome to the English parts of speech. We’re
gonna begin with the noun, the lovely wonderful noun, your friend and
mine. They’re mostly what you’re gonna encounter in sentences. Most
sentences in English contain at least one noun or a pronoun, but we’ll get
to pronouns later. A noun is basically anything. And I know that’s not
an especially helpful definition, but we’ll get more specific in a minute. A
noun is basically anything at all. Now the way this is taught in traditional
grammar is to say that a noun is a person, place or thing, which is fine, I
think we can make that a little bit sharper and expand that out by saying
that they are, that nouns are people or living things, places, things, or
ideas. I think ideas is the one that usually gets left out. So nouns can be
people, places, things and ideas. Let’s put that in action. So, this is Raul.
He is from Argentina. He is a penguin. Raul has big dreams. Now, okay.
So, I wanna take these three sentences and find the noun in them using
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the test. So the test is, is it a person or a living thing, a place, a thing,
or an idea? And if it’s any of those things, then it falls into the category
of words in English which we call nouns. So, sentence number one. This
is Raul. What is Raul? Well, Raul is a person or a living thing so we’re
just gonna say person so noun. Next sentence. He is from Argentina. Now
Argentina happens to be a place so therefore, it is also a noun. It’s a kind
of noun called a proper noun, just like Raul is but we’ll get to that later.
So, Argentina is a noun. Argentina incidentally is a country and the word
country is also a noun because it is a thing. So, sentence the third. He is
a penguin. Now, a penguin is a living being or a thing so we can say oh
yes, penguin, that is a noun as well. So, you’ve noticed I’m not circling
he or this. These words are pronouns, relative pronouns, and they can
sometimes behave like nouns, but I wouldn’t call them nouns. That’ll
just get confusing. So, these are pronouns and we’ll get to them later.
Sentence number four. Raul has big dreams. So, here we have Raul again.
We know from the first sentence that it’s a person’s name. So, we’re just
gonna say this is also a noun again. And dreams. Now, dreams isn’t a
person, a place. It’s a thing, sure. The reason I put in idea as a fourth
category is to get it stuff that you can’t pick up. Like for example, so
dream, yes, dream is a noun. Dream is maybe a little tangible ’cause it’s
something you can imagine, but the idea of like a word like bigness. Or if
you prefer, you know, size. The size of Raul’s plumage was astonishing.
Look at that gorgeous plumage. It’s a little penguin mohawk. The size
of Raul’s plumage was astounding. Now in that sentence, size is a noun,
but it’s not a physical thing, it’s not a person, it’s not a place, it’s not
something you can pick up. It’s an idea. So, that’s why I include this
fourth category. So, if you’re trying to figure out whether or not a word is
a noun, just apply this test. Ask yourself, is it a person, a place, a thing,
or an idea? And you, my friend, will be golden. You can learn anything.
David out.”
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D.2 Video-B Transcript

“Have you ever wondered why every year the nation’s capital is a bloom
with millions of colorful tulips? The world’s largest tulip festival has an
interesting history. One that dates back to World War II. In May of
1940, the Dutch royal family fled to the United Kingdom after the Nazi
invasion of the Netherlands. A month later Princess Juliana brought her
daughters Beatrix and Irene to Canada for safe harbour. They were housed
at Stornoway, now the official residence of the leader of the opposition. It
was during this period of exile in Canada at which time Princess Juliana
became pregnant. On January 1943, she gave birth to daughter Princess
Margaret. The Dutch princess was born at the Ottawa Civic Hospital, and
her hospital room was temporarily declared Dutch soil. This ensured the
baby’s Dutch citizenship. Princess Margaret was the only royal ever to be
born in North America. Her birth was a symbol of hope and resistance in
the Netherlands. It also sparked celebrations across Canada and helped
foster the close relationship between Canada and the Netherlands. As news
of her birth spread, the flag of the Netherlands was flown atop Parliament’s
peace tower and Dutch music rank from the Caroline. Abroad, Canadian
troops were also helping the Dutch. In early 1945, the first and second
Canadian course carried out an operation to free western and northeastern
Netherlands from Nazi occupation. Town by town Canadian troops pushed
the German army out of the Netherlands freeing the Dutch and bringing the
war closer to its end. It’s estimated that over 7,500 Canadian servicemen
died while fighting in the Netherlands. After five years of living in exile
in Canada, Princess Juliana returned to the Netherlands in the spring
of 1945. Upon her return, the princess presented Ottawa with a gift of
100,000 tulip bulbs. This gift was given in recognition of the role of the
Canadian troops in the liberation of the Netherlands during World War
II and as a show of gratitude for a stay in Canada. Once she became
Queen in 1948, Princess Juliana continued to send thousands of tulip bulbs
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Canada every year as an ongoing show of gratitude towards the Canadian
people. And year after year the arrival of the tulip bulbs began to spark
the curiosity and interest of Canadians across the country. Stunning
photographs of these beautiful flowers appeared in newspapers nationwide
and as time went on, more and more events began to center around the
annual bloom of tulips. In 1953, the first Canadian Tulip Festival was
held in Ottawa. It was world-renowned photographer Malak Karsh who
suggested to the Ottawa Board of Trade that the festival coincides with the
annual bloom. Today the festival’s mandate is to preserve and celebrate
the special relationship between Canada and Netherlands by displaying the
symbolic tulips across the nation’s capital. Over the decades the festival
has been opened by Governor Generals, prime ministers, and royalty.
And the tulip itself has become a symbol of international friendship and
celebrates the beauty of spring. It has also become the City of Ottawa
official flower. And those 100,000 bulbs have grown into a staggering
display of over 2 million flowers. And whose job is it to maintain these
impressive tulip displays? The National Capital Commission is the official
gardener of the tulip festival and is responsible for designing planting and
maintaining the flowers. The colors and varieties of tulips vary. The NCC
plans close to 100 different types of tulips in over 40 different locations and
in 100 flower beds. And every year 3000 bulbs are given to the Ottawa
Civic Hospital where Princess Marguerite was born. Over the years, the
Canadian Tulip Festival has grown into the world’s largest tulip festival
and attracts hundreds of thousands of visitors every year. Canada still
receives 20,000 bulbs annually from the Netherlands. And the festival and
the tulip itself continue to serve as important symbols of the relationship
that exists between the two countries, and now you know.”
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D.3 Video-C Transcript

“Farming, as we now associate the word, has been around for about 7,000
to 10,000 years. And when we think of farming, we imagine a farmer
planting seeds, and later harvesting the crops. Or maybe having cattle
that they can allow to graze, and then using that cattle for either meat,
or milk, or wool. But there’s actually a different type of farming that
predates this association with I guess what we could call the traditional
form of farming. And it predates it by several tens of thousands of years.
And we believe that it started with the original inhabitants of Australia.
And what they did is – and this is why we call it farming – and because
if you think about farming in the most general sense, it’s really humans
using technology to manipulate their environment so it becomes more
suitable for humans. So it becomes more suitable for things that humans
might want to eat, or get milk from, or whatever. And this type of farming
is called firestick farming. And I think you can already imagine what it
might involve. It involves using fire, which is really a form of technology
– or it can be a form of technology – using fire to make the environment
more suitable for human activity. And so what the original Australians did
– the indigenous Australians, or sometimes referred to as the Aboriginal
Australians. And if you’re wondering where the word Aboriginal comes
from, you might recognize some parts of it. Original – you know what that
means. The first things. The things that were there from the beginning.
And then you have ab, which is Latin for from. So this is literally from
the beginning. So when you say Aboriginal Australians, you’re really
saying the Australians that were there from the beginning. And so what
they would do is, is that we believe if you go back 50,000 or 60,000 years
before the first Aboriginal Australians settled Australia, Australia had
much more forest. It still has forest. This is a modern picture, obviously,
of an Australian forest. But what they did is that they set up controlled
burns. And what these controlled burns did is that they cleared away a lot
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of the forest. They cleared away a lot of the brush that’s over here, and
it made it much more suitable for grassland to develop. And the reason
why they liked grassland – so let’s make a little cycle here of what they
did. So they have controlled burns. Controlled fires. Those controlled
fires helped promote grassland. And then once you have grassland, that
made the environment more suitable for animals that the original human
settlers could essentially live off of. That they could hunt, that they could
potentially eat their meat. And so, for example, things like kangaroos.
And these supported the human population, which obviously, would then
do the controlled burns. And you see here – so we could have started off
with something like this. Someone provides a controlled burn. And they
were actually pretty scientific about how they did it. They wouldn’t just
go at the end of summer, when everything was hot, and ready to just blow
up, and then start a fire that they couldn’t control. They would often
do these in seasons knowing that it had a certain level of moisture in the
air, it wasn’t too hot. And to a large degree, by doing these controlled
burns, not only did it provide an environment – kind of do this firestick
farming – not only did it provide an environment that was suitable for
things like kangaroos, some type of things that humans could eat – but
it also prevented major fires. And you still see forest rangers doing this
type of thing. And there’s some reason to believe that what the original
Australians did, on some level, was more nuanced and more fine-tuned
than even what we do, in a modern sense, in controlled burns. So these
controlled fires also prevented major uncontrollable fires. Because what
happens is if you don’t have these controlled fires, then you have brush
building up, year after year after year. You have stuff building up. And
then, when the fires do occur, the uncontrolled fires are less likely to be
started during the winter, when the air is cool or when there might be some
moisture. They’re more likely to occur in the dry season. So you have all
this stuff build up. And then when the fire does happen, it happens in
the driest season. And then what happens with all of the stuff built up in
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the dry season, it just becomes uncontrollable. One of the byproducts – or
actually there are several byproducts of this firestick farming – we believe,
is a lot of the grassland in Australia now might have been more forested
before. And even when the first European settlers came in the late 1700s,
they were kind of surprised when they went into what is now Sydney
Harbor and they said, wow, look at all the grassland here. It almost looks
like park space. And then they would let their sheep graze there. And
they were surprised – because they had driven out the original inhabitants.
And then they were surprised when forests just started to grow up in
that grassland. And it was because the original Australians were actually
controlling that forest growth to make it more inhabitable for things like
kangaroos. And then when the English settlers came, they started to have
their sheep graze in those grasslands. And it also was responsible for the
disappearance, we think, of many major – I guess, for lack of a better
word – megafauna. So really large animals that inhabited Australia, for
really millions of years, until humans showed up. And this is one of them.
It’s just neat to look at them. This is called Diprotodon optatum. Or,
another way to think of it, the giant wombat. And there’s fossils of the
giant wombat around 40,000, 50,000 years ago. But they disappeared with
humans showing up. And there’s multiple ways that you can think about
why they disappeared. They might have – and this is probably the case –
they might have been more dependent on the forest habitat. Or this was a
more favourable habitat for them than the grasslands. Maybe because they
ate leaves that were high up. Or another thing is, once the forest habitat
goes away, they were actually also easier to hunt down. Or either way you
think about it, they might have just been hunted by humans. But we do
see that with humans coming to the Australian continent, you start to see
the disappearance – and this isn’t the only one – but there were several
major species of megafauna, of super large animals, that disappeared at
that time period.”
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Annotation Types
The follwing table show the types of annotations you may include in your notes along with their shortforms
and an example to explain then within context:

Type Shortform Example

C Concept c c: Artificial Intelligence (AI)

Def Definition def def : is an intelligence exhibited by machines.

? Question Q Q: how far is the sun?

Ans Answer Ans Ans: about 149.6 million km.

Eg Example e.g. Programming languages (e.g. Java, C++)

¬Eg Counter Example !e.g. !e.g.: HTML isn’t a programming language

Ag Argument arg arg: Spanking is a good child discipline method, because it’s old.

¬Ag Counter Argument !arg !arg: Not all old methods are useful.

“Q” Quote “” “I have a dream” - Martin Luther King Jr.

1

List of Annotation Types
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Appendix F

Interview Sample

The following is a sample of a transcripted interview that was conducted with Par-
ticipant 12 (P12). From this sample, one can notice the different types of questions
asked to the participants the topics of interest.
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Speaker TranscriptSpeaker Transcript

Ans. I think – I think I preferred OneNote. Because for me personally my note-
taking method is very close to plain text and I even found that OneNote had too 
many features. And I like to have sort of just.. like to not have to use the mouse at 
all; and just to have kind of.. I just have a box that I can type into and have that be 
it. I would say – I would say handwriting [PnP], but I'm not very good at that; and 
it's much faster for me to type.

Participant-012

Q. Which of the three methods of you liked the most? And why?Researcher

Ahh.. handwriting [PnP].Participant-012

 Is that because it’s not fast enough? Or ..Researcher

[cont.] It’s not fast enough. And also it – it feels slightly futile, because there's no way 
to index it or access it again without looking at the actual writing that I did. I find if I'm 
hand writing a note, it's entirely as a memory aid and I'll never refer to it again. 
Whereas if you're typing a note, well you know at least you have it as a file and you 
can do stuff with it; like search it.

Participant-012

Q. That’s nice. And which of the three methods of you liked the least?Researcher

Topic #1: Most/Least 
preferred note-taking method

Ans. No.Participant-012

Q. And.. do you think that taking notes of educational videos is a sound idea 
or something you would practice on a regular basis?

Researcher

Topic #2: Opinion on 
practicing note-taking of 
online educational videos

Ans. I think the longest was the Tulip one [VideoB].Participant-012

Q. Perfect. And which of the videos you think was the longest in terms of 
time?

Researcher

Ans. Not particularly.. no I don’t think so at all actually. 
You mean the kind of the fact that they were different, on different subjects?

Participant-012

Yeah.Researcher

[cont.] No.Participant-012

So you think it was kind of neutral?Researcher

[cont.] It was neutral. I mean I do think the difficulty was different. But I don't think that 
– that affected my experience of the act of taking notes. Because I mean none of them, 
were, you know, particularly difficult material. It wasn’t like a lecture on math or 
something.

Participant-012

Q. And lastly, do you think the material presented in videos affected your 
performance either negatively or positively in anyway?

Researcher

Topic #3: Opinion on learning 
material intrinsic complexity
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